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Physics monitor 
Together at the conference dinner for the 
recent Workshop on Proton-Antiproton 
Collider Physics at the University of Berne 
were (right to left) Carlo Rubbia, leader of 
the UA 1 experiment at the CERN Collider, 
Pierre Darriulat, spokesman of the UA2 
experiment at CERN, and Alvin Tollestrup, 
spokesman of the Collider Detector Facility, 
now being assembled at Fermilab. At the 
Berne meeting, both UA 1 and UA2 were 
able to report indications of possible new 
physics, beyond the standard 'electroweak' 
theory. Tollestrup's turn will come in a few 
years, when Fermilab's Tevatron collider 
produces its first physics. 

Hints of new physics? 

The physics from colliding 2 7 0 GeV 
proton and antiproton beams in the 
CERN Super Proton Synchrotron 
continues to be in the spotlight. A l 
though the Collider has been silent 
since the historic run f rom April to 
July last year which produced the 
evidence for the Z particle, there is 
still more than enough accumulated 
data to keep the physicists f rom the 
UA1 and UA2 experiments busy. 

Their latest efforts came under 
scrutiny at the Fourth Topical Work 
shop on Proton-Antiproton Collider 
Physics, held at the University of 
Berne in March. The previous such 
Workshop, held in Rome last Janua
ry, provided the run-up to the an
nouncement of the discovery of the 
W particle, and set the scene for 
what was to be an eventful year for 
particle physics. 

What else has the Collider found? 
Already last year, there was a lot of 
interest in the events seen by UA1 
and UA2 in which a Z particle decays 
into a lepton pair plus an energetic 
photon. In principle radiative pho
tons are not surprising, but this t ime 
the photons were very energetic, 
and even the handful of events col
lected by the UA1 and UA2 teams 
was many times the level predicted 
by conventional theory. 

Wi th the rest of electroweak theo
ry seemingly in such great shape 
after the W and Z particles had been 
discovered in the right place, theo
rists were not slow to pick on these 
energetic photons as a clue of some 

One of the new events recorded at the 
CERN proton-antiproton collider by the UA 1 
experiment. A 50 GeV transverse energy 
hadron jet dominates a relatively quiet 
background. Not shown is the 63 GeV 
'missing energy' indicative of the passage 
of an invisible neutrino. The total transverse 
energy exceeds the mass of the W 
particle (81 GeV), and suggests some new 
physics. 
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new unexplained behaviour. Candi
date ideas include excited leptons 
and composite bosons. 

Giving the summary talk at the 
Berne meeting, CERN theorist John 
Ellis said that while these events 
were very interesting and were natu
ral bait for new exotic mechanisms, 
he preferred to wait and see whether 
the high level of energetic photons 
will survive the test of more data. 

A t Berne, Carlo Rubbia gave a 
breathtaking survey of the latest 
news from U A 1 , concluding that 
'new phenomena have been ob
served which cannot be explained in 
the standard model ! ' . Among these 
newer phenomena are the so-called 
'Zen' events, producing (at high 
transverse momentum) a few parti
cles on one side and 'missing ener
gy'/ suggestive of invisible particles, 
like neutrinos, on the other. (There is 
a classic Zen riddle — if clapping is 
the sound of t w o hands being 
brought together, what is the sound 
made by one hand?) UA1 has pro
duced an intriguing example of a 
53 GeV photon (or electromagnetic 
shower) wi th 47 GeV of transverse 
momentum missing on the other 
side. 

This UA1 single photon event is 
difficult to explain. Confronted wi th 
just one event, Ellis preferred to 
quote Sherlock Holmes' advice to 
Dr. Wa tson : 'if more than one unu
sual event occurs, they should be 
related.' 

What else unusual is there? UA1 
also has a few 'monojet ' events, 
where a single high transverse mo
mentum spray of hadrons again has 
the balancing transverse momentum 
on the other side missing. There are 
also candidate events producing 
several hadron jets plus missing en
ergy. 

The signature which led to the dis
covery of the W particle early last 
year is a high transverse momentum 

electron accompanied by a neutrino 
(missing energy). An impressive 
sample of such electron plus neutri
no events has now been accumu
lated. In addit ion, the UA2 experi
ment now has several examples of 
an electron-neutrino pair accompa
nied by extremely large transverse 
energy hadron jets (presented at 
Berne by André Roussarie). Their en
ergies are too high for W production 
and the events are difficult to under
stand in terms of conventional pro
duction mechanisms. 

An intriguing clue f rom L)A2 
comes f rom the analysis of multi-jet 
events containing more than t w o 
sprays of hadrons, each carrying 
more than 10 GeV of energy (pre
sented at Berne by John Hansen). 
These events have a steeply falling 
exponential spectrum wi th only a 
hint of a signal at the mass of the W 
particle, but there is another possible 
bump further out, near 150 GeV. 

U A 1 , which analyses muons as 
well as electrons, has collected 
about a dozen potentially interesting 
events wi th muon pairs accompa
nied by strange particles. 

The initial results f rom the CERN 
Collider reported during the 1983 
conference season were mainly con
cerned wi th conventional ideas. The 
latest results, while still very prelimi
nary, hint at new and unexpected 
physics. What it is, only more data 
will tell, and the experimental teams 
eagerly await the next Collider run, 
scheduled to begin in September. 

One of the interesting events recorded in 
high energy proton-antiproton interactions 
by the UA2 experiment at CERN. The single 
tower on the left represents an electron 
carrying 22 GeV of transverse energy. 
Slightly to the right is the compact spray 
produced by a hadron jet carrying in total 
67 GeV of transverse energy. The arrow 
shows the position of the 86 GeV 'missing 
energy' indicative of an invisible neutrino. 
What caused this interaction ? 
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More antiproton results, 
this time from low energy 

Last year the LEAR Low Ener
gy Antiproton Ring at CERN 
came into action for the first 
time, providing physicists 
with a unique source of highly 
intense beams of low energy 
antimatter. 

First results from the mod
est 1983 runs were soon 
available, such as the elastic 
scattering of antiprotons off 
nuclei by a Saclay / Grenoble 
/ Strasbourg / Tel Aviv team 
(see December 1983 issue, 
page 416) and the nice new 
data on antiprotonic atoms 
from the Basle / Karlsruhe / 
Stockholm / Strasbourg / 
Thessaloniki team (see March 
issue, page 53). This is com
plemented by interesting pre
cision data from a Munich 
(Technical University) experi
ment. The recent Topical 
Workshop on Proton-Anti
proton Collider Physics, held 
at the University of Berne, 
provided a showcase for 
these and other initial LEAR 
results, presented by Kurt 
Kilian. 

Possible indications of in
teresting new physics came 
from the Athens / California 
(Irvine) / CERN /New Mexico 
/ Penn State/Temple colla
boration (PS 183) using a 
magnetic spectrometer to 
search for single photons 
and charged pions released 

in the annihilation of stopped 
antiprotons. 

Over the years, there has 
been continual speculation 
whether these annihilation 
processes can produce rela
tively stable states whose 
quark structure is more com
plex than the quark-antiquark 
pair of conventional mesons. 
The PS 183 team had sug
gestions of a signal at 
1621 MeV from annihilations 
emitting a single charged 
pion. Evidence from other 
LEAR experiments searching 
for such states is eagerly 
awaited. 

Other LEAR experiments 
hope to open up the low-lying 
energy levels of antiprotonic 
hydrogen, an atom composed 
of a proton and an antiproton 
orbiting round each other. 
This interesting spectroscopy 
has yet to be studied — if it 
even exists at alii 

The Berne meeting pro
vided an interesting snapshot 
of the fast developing field 
of LEAR physics, which en
compasses 17 experiments 
(16 currently installed). The 
1983 data naturally takes 
time to digest, and in many 
cases it is too early for defi
nite results. In the meantime, 
LEAR experiments have had 
another taste of low energy 
antiprotons. 

Putting barium fluoride 
to work 

Barium fluoride is being investigated 
as a possible new scintillator for use 
in detecting gamma rays (photons). 
This rugged substance is manufac
tured f rom cheap raw materials, and 
there is a good chance that its price 
could be substantially reduced. It 
scintillates in the ultra-violet wi th a 
decay constant of only 0.6 ns. Unlike 
sodium iodide, it is not hygroscopic, 
and is certainly much cheaper than 
the bismuth germanate (BGO) now 
coming into fashion. 

A t CERN, a highly photosensitive 
material (tetrakis-dimethylamino-
ethylene, or TMAE), monitored by a 
low pressure wire chamber, has 
been used to measure the ultra-violet 
component of a barium fluoride scin
tillator. Such a detector gives high 
photoelectron collection efficiency 
wi th good timing properties which 
exploit to the full the fast response of 
barium fluoride. 

These tests used either liquid pho
tocathodes, wi th the TMAE con
densed onto a surface, or wi th 
TMAE adsorbed on the cathodes 
without any cooling. This latter ap
proach, although slightly less sensi
t ive, is easier to handle. 

This combination of solid scintilla
tor plus proportional counter (SSPC) 
combines the photon stopping 
power of a heavy solid wi th the ver
satility of a proportional counter. It 
has demonstrated good resolution in 
space, time and energy, and these 
pioneering developments by 
Georges Charpak's group at CERN 
could turn out to be one of the big 
turning points in detector technolo
gy-

A t CERN, a 12.5 cm diameter 
prototype barium fluoride electro
magnetic calorimeter has been built 
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Sketch of a prototype barium fluoride 
electromagnetic calorimeter built at CERN, 
containing 14 slabs of fluoride interspersed 
with low pressure wire chambers. Below, 
its response, showing its interesting ability 
to localize electromagnetic showers. 

and has given encouraging results in 
initial tests wi th low energy electron 
beams. The detector contains 14 
slabs of barium fluoride, represent
ing a total thickness of 20 radiation 
lengths, interspersed with low pres
sure (3 millibar) wire chambers con
taining TMAE as photosensitive ma
terial. 

Wi th the low energy test beams 
(100 and 2 0 0 MeV), the detector 
has demonstrated good localization 
of showers, both longitudinally and 
transverse to the beam, wi th quite 
good energy resolution (within 2 0 % 
- FWHM - at 200 MeV). Further 
tests are planned using photon and 
higher energy beams. 

Meanwhile a barium fluoride de
tector is being built at Strasbourg for 
experiments at the French GANIL 
heavy ion Laboratory. In China, 
barium fluoride has been manufac
tured at the Artificial Crystal Institute 
and scientists at Peking are busy 
measuring the material's proper
ties. 

Transverse 
momentum 
under the microscope 

To a packed CERN auditorium on 
1 March, Antonino Zichichi bravely 
presented a controversial seminar — 
T h e end of a myth : high transverse 
momentum physics'. 

Back in the late 1960s, electron 
scattering experiments at SLAC 
showed that there were small hard 
scattering centres deep inside the 
target nucléons. In a tiny percentage 
of scattering events, the incident el
ectrons penetrated deep inside the 
nucléons to register direct frontal 
hits on the tiny constituent particles. 
In these interactions, particles were 
observed emerging at large angles 
(large transverse momentum). 
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Comparison of hadron production in 
conventional high transverse momentum 
proton-antiproton collisions seen by the 
UA 1 detector at the CERN Collider (crossed 
circles) with electron-positron annihilations 
at the DESY PETRA ring (TASSO 
experiment), and low transverse momentum 
events at the CERN ISR (triangles), suitably 
analysed to take into account the 'leading 
particle effect' due to the uninteracting 
constituents. (The horizontal scale is a 
measure of the relative longitudinal 
momentum carried by the hadron jets.) The 
agreement looks impressive. 

It was a rerun of Rutherford's clas
sic 1911 alpha particle scattering ex
periment which demonstrated the 
existence of the nuclear atom. In Ru
therford's experiment, a few parti
cles, instead of brushing by their tar
gets, had slammed straight into the 
nucleus and were observed coming 
out backwards. The significance of 
the discovery is enshrined in Ruther
ford 's classic remark — 'It was as 
though you had fired a fifteen-inch 

shell at a piece of tissue paper and it 
had bounced back and hit you. ' 

While these recoiling particles sig
nalled that small nuclei were hidden 
deep inside atoms, the discovery did 
not mean to say that every collision 
wi th a nucleus produced a sharply 
recoiling particle. 

In modern particle physics, high 
transverse momentum is conven
tionally used as a criterion for select
ing out collisions involving hadron 

constituents. In his seminar, Zichichi 
examined this privileged role current
ly enjoyed by high transverse mo
mentum physics. Is the low trans
verse momentum behaviour really 
not interesting? 

The answer, in his view, requires a 
careful look at the kinematics of scat
tering processes involving compo
site particles. Zichichi's idea is to 
introduce kinematics which take into 
account the 'leading particle effect' 
— the particle constituents which are 
swept on wi th the collision and do 
not interact directly. The idea is to 
naturally take care of the kinematics 
of non-interacting constituents and 
isolate the effective energy and 
momentum available for the produc
tion of new particles. 

Zichichi used data collected by his 
group (Bologna / CERN / Frascati) at 
the Split Field Magnet in the CERN 
Intersecting Storage Rings studying 
proton-proton and proton-antipro
ton scattering. In these interactions, 
the colliding particles produce rela
tively tightly confined sprays ('jets') 
of hadrons. But he also demon
strated that the technique is equally 
valid for all interactions involving ha
drons, whether the interactions are 
strong, electromagnetic or weak. 

In the f ramework of the new kine
matics, the observed behaviour in 
the jets of produced particles shows 
a remarkable similarity, no matter 
what the scattering process, and not 
just for 'high transverse momen
tum' . 

As Zichichi points out, the analysis 
of electron-positron annihilation 
(pointlike particles wi th no inner con
stituents) does not require automatic 
recourse to wide angle scattering to 
isolate events of interest. 

'Why look for events in places 
where there are few of them?' asks 
Zichichi. ' Isn't it better to look where 
there are plenty of events? Certainly 
it 's cheaper!' 
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Around the Laboratories 

One of the characteristic features of the 
Fermilab Tevatron is its long spill, extending 
over some 15 seconds. This makes for 
good duty factors. 

FERMILAB 
Energy Doubler 
goes to 800 GeV 

The Fermilab Energy Saver/Doubler 
operated at 800 GeV for the first 
t ime on 15 February. The accelerator 
was ramped to the new energy, 
twice the normal operating energy of 
the Fermilab accelerator system. 

The accelerator ran smoothly at 
the new energy for eight hours. Other 
tests have shown that both the Right 
Bend external beamline to the Proton 
Area and the Left Bend line to the 
Meson Area can operate at 
8 0 0 GeV. 

Wi th the start of the experimental 
programme at 800 GeV, Fermilab 
becomes the highest energy fixed 
target Laboratory in the wor ld . An 
official dedication ceremony for the 
new superconducting machine took 
place on 28 Apri l . 

Tevatron experiments 
start up 
The first phase of the Tevatron ex
perimental programme has now 
been operational for several months. 
During this period the slow extracted 
beam, the completely reworked 
switchyard and many of the Teva
tron primary target systems have 

been brought into operation. Most 
important, the Tevatron high energy 
physics programme has started. By 
early this year the superconducting 
accelerator was operating smoothly 
enough so that it had become mostly 
an accelerator rather than a super
conducting test bed. 

Still to come are the construction 
and commissioning of the new sec
ondary beamlines. These consist of 
the Wide Band Photon Beam in the 
Proton Area, the Muon and Prompt 
Neutrino Beams in the Neutrino Area 
and the Meson Area Pion and Polar
ized Proton Beams. Many of the 
components that will be needed for 
construction of these beams have 
already been started and plans for 
the associated civil construction pro
jects are far advanced (see Septem
ber 1983 issue, pages 251-3). 

Some work is already under way, 
but a great deal of additional civil 
construction is scheduled to provide 

The famous Chicago cyclotron being 
reassembled for its fourth incarnation. 
Originally built by Fermi and his colleagues, 
it was converted to a conventional 
spectrometer magnet at Fermilab and then 
made superconducting. Now it will become 
one of the principal elements in a 
spectrometer for muon physics. The muon 
beam and the building to house the 
spectrometer are still to come. 

(Photo Fermilab) 

housing for the new beam facilities 
and experiments. 

The rapid and successful opera
tion of the superconducting Teva
tron accelerator and its associated 
extraction and switchyard systems 
bode well for the success of the en
tire fixed target physics programme. 
So far, it has been impressive to see 
how the goals of both the project ane* 
the entire fixed target programme 
have been met. 

An outstanding feature of the Te
vatron is the long spill, characteristi
cally fifteen seconds. This has led to 
a much better duty factor for experi
ments. 

The slow resonant extraction sys
tem is central to the Tevatron exper
imental programme. Critical to the 
extraction success was the develop
ment of greatly improved wire septa 
for splitting off the extracted beam 
wi th minimal losses. 

Once the beam leaves the acceler-
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Fermilab Tevatron construction areas, and, 
below, the layout of the experiments using 
the new beams. The experimental 
programme should be fully operational next 
year. 

ator, it passes into the Tevatron 
switchyard area where electrostatic 
splits divide the beam into multiple 
primary beams feeding production 
targets. The largest project in the 
Tevatron switchyard was the super
conducting right bend to the Proton 
Area. This project, completed during 
the 1983 shutdown, uses t w o 
strings of superconducting Energy 
Saver dipoles. After passing through 
the superconducting right bend, the 
Proton Area primary beam is again 
split into three, subsequently tar
geted independently for the P-East, 
P-Centre, and P-West beams. 

A t a later stage the P-East beam 
will pass through yet another electro
static split, allowing photon beams 
to be used simultaneously in the Tag
ged Photon Laboratory and in the 
new Wide Band Neutral Beam. The 
primary beam transport for all parts 
of the Proton Area are now complete 
except for the two-way split to the 
Wide Band target. The Wide Band 
split wil l be installed during the sum
mer shutdown. 

The primary beam to the Meson 
Area passes through the supercon
ducting left bend which was installed 
several years ago. Once through the 
left bend the beam is split into three 
parts, as in the Proton area. The 
three primary beams pass through 
the old Meson target box and are 
focussed on new targets in the for
mer Meson Detector Building, now 
known as the Meson Target Build
ing. 

Work in the Neutrino switchyard 
area has been relatively low key so 
far, but there will soon be a signifi
cant increase in activity wi th the in
stallation of an electrostatic split and 
a superconducting bend that will split 
off primary beam to the new muon 
production target. Construction of 
components for the muon split is 
presently underway and equipment 
will be installed during the summer. 
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Several months after the start-up 
of the Energy Doubler, the Tevatron 
experimental programme is already 
well under way. February saw the 
last 400 GeV running wi th the Ener
gy Saver before raising the energy to 
700 GeV or greater. 

Major experiments are in progress 
or complete in all three areas. E-715 
(Chicago / Elmhurst / Fermilab / 
Iowa State / Iowa / Leningrad / Yale) 
has successfully carried off a preci
sion measurement of the polarized 
sigma minus beta decay. A second 
4 0 0 GeV experiment, E-609 (Ar-
gonne / Fermilab / Lehigh / Pennsyl
vania / Rice / Wisconsin) has been 
completed in the Meson Laboratory. 
This collaboration has been studying 
the structure of high transverse 
momentum interactions involving 
low energy jets using a large seg
mented calorimeter array. 

Elsewhere in the Meson Laborato
ry, E-605 (CERN / Columbia / Saclay 
/ Fermilab / Kyoto / KEK / Stony 
Brook / Washington) is well under 
way. Its goal is to study lepton and 
hadron production for both single 
particles and pairs at very high trans
verse momentum. 

E-615 (Chicago / Fermilab / Iowa 
State / Princeton) is operating anoth
er large acceptance magnetic spec
trometer in the Proton-West high in
tensity pion beam to study high mass 
muon pair production. 

A third magnetic spectrometer is 
gathering data in the Proton-East 
neutron beam. The goal in this ex
periment (E-400 — Colorado / Fer
milab / Illinois / Milan / Pavia) is to 
study the production of charm par
ticles by neutrons. 

While these experiments gathered 
their data, several others were pre
paring for spring running. E-557 
(Arizona / Caltech / Fermilab / Flori
da State / George Mason / Illinois-
Chicago / Indiana / Serpukhov / Ma
ryland / Rutgers) was tuning the 

Multi Particle Spectrometer Facility in 
the Meson Laboratory wi th muons. 

An ambitious measurement of the 
CP violation parameter for three-pion 
decays started in March in the Proton 
Laboratory. E-621 (Michigan / Min
nesota / Rutgers / Wisconsin) will 
measure the CP violation parameter 
by observing the interference be
tween different neutral kaon decays 
to three pions near the production 
target. 

Many of the Tevatron experiments 
for the upcoming running periods are 
now into serious preparation. A t the 
same time detector design and de
velopment is well under way for the 
new colliding detector facility at DO 
(see next story). Construction for the 
Collider Detector Facility at BO (see 
January/February issue, page 11) is 
also producing modules which must 
be calibrated and proof tested. All of 
this has led to heavy demand for t w o 
test beams — N-West and M-Bot-

Construction under way in the snow for the 
Fermilab antiproton source. Note the 
distinctive triangular shape of the new 'ring'. 
The Main Ring is visible on the left and the 
Booster just appears at the bottom of the 
photograph. For explanation, see November 
1983 issue, pages 380-2. 

(Photo Fermilab) 

torn. A number of interesting new 
detector ideas are being tried in the 
process. 

Currently, the areas of maximum 
activity in the Tevatron Project in
volve construction of new exper
imental halls for the new particle 
beams. Lab F is now complete. Ex
periment E-745 (Brown / Fermilab / 
Indiana / Beijing / MIT / Oak Ridge / 
Seton Kail / Tennessee / Tohoku) is 
installing equipment, the largest item 
being a large heavy-liquid bubble' 
chamber wi th holographic optics. 
The bubble chamber and its as
sociated spectrometer will later be 
used for an experiment to study pro
duction of tau leptons and other 
phenomena in the Prompt Neutrino 
Beam. 

T w o new experimental halls are 
also under construction. These are 
the new Muon Laboratory and the 
Wide Band Experimental Hall. Both 
of these buildings are major struc-
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tures that will each house t w o exper
iments in tandem. Construction is 
hoped to be complete later this year 
in order to allow installation of appa
ratus to be used in testing and sha
kedown runs for experiments E-640 
(Berkeley / Fermilab / Princeton), 
E-665 (San Diego / CERN / Fermilab 
/ Freiburg / Harvard / Maryland / MIT 
/ Munich / Cracow / Washington / 
Wuppertal / Yale), and E-687 (Colo
rado / Fermilab / Frascati / Illinois / 
Milan / Northwestern / Notre 
Dame). 

T w o more large experimental halls 
are planned for construction in the 
Meson Area. These will house the 
polarized proton experiment E-704 
(Argonne / Berkeley / Fermilab / KEK 
/ Kyoto / LAPP / Northwestern / 
Rice / Saclay / Serpukhov / Trieste), 
and a new multiparticle hadron spec
trometer for experiment E-672 (Cal-
tech / Fermilab / Florida State / 
George Mason / Illinois-Chicago / 

Indiana / Maryland), and E-706 (Fer
milab / Michigan State / Minnesota / 
Northeastern / Pittsburgh / Roch
ester). A smaller building is under 
construction in the Meson Area to 
house E-731 (Chicago / Fermilab / 
Princeton / Saclay), a sophisticated 
study of CP violation. 

When it all comes together next 
year, the Tevatron physics pro
gramme will be fully deployed. From 
hyperons to muons, f rom neutrinos 
to antiprotons, f rom pions to pho
tons, the Fermilab community can 
look forward to a rich and productive 
decade of physics wi th the highest 
energy fixed target particle beams in 
the wor ld . 

A simplified cutaway view of the DO 
detector for the proton-antiproton collider 
at the Fermilab Tevatron. The muon and 
calorimeter systems will in fact be 
symmetrical on both sides. The design 
complements the CDF detector being 
assembled at the BO region. 

The DO detector 
Planning has now crystallized for a 
powerful new detector to be located 
at the DO intersection region in the 
Fermilab proton-antiproton collider. 
This experiment will complement the 
CDF detector at BO (see January/ 
February issue, pages 11-15). 

The Fermilab Program Advisory 
Committee approved this new de
tector last June, based upon criteria 
drawn from several earlier propo
sals. Subsequently a design report 
and cost estimate have been pre
pared by a collaboration of over 
seventy physicists f rom Arizona, 
Brookhaven, Brown, Columbia, Fer
milab, Florida State, Maryland, Mi
chigan State, Northwestern, Penn
sylvania, Stony Brook and Virginia 
Polytechnic. Paul Grannis is serving 
as project manager. 

The design of the detector has 
been shaped by several considera
tions : the results f rom the CERN Col
lider on W , Z, and jet production ; the 
capabilities of the CDF detector; the 
proposed upgrades for the CERN 
UA1 and UA2 detectors; and the 
physics potential of the electron-po
sitron machines under construction. 
The detector stresses excellent 
identification and energy measure
ment for leptons (both electrons and 
muons) and the best available energy 
and angle resolutions for jets. These 
goals are set by the expectation of 
new physics accessible at the Teva
tron, involving high transverse mo
mentum leptons and jets and large 
missing transverse momentum due 
to neutrinos or new non-interacting 
particles. Very fine segmentation is 
dictated for the calorimetry for short-
distance collisions because large 
multiplicities and particle clusterings 
are expected. The ability to identify 
leptons even when embedded in jets 
is highly desirable; control of the er-
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rors on missing transverse momen
tum requires complete angular cov
erage down to about one degree 
from the beams. 

There are several ways to probe 
for new physics. Precision tests of 
the properties of W and Z particles 
might reveal new effects. High trans
verse momentum particle and jet 
production can test the dynamics of 
quarks and gluons at small dis
tances. Searches for new phenom
ena at large masses may be 
rewarded. 

A t large transverse momentum, 
the set of observable particles effec
tively reduces to four: jets, elec
trons, muons, and photons. In addi
t ion, neutrinos and other non-inter
acting particles can be inferred by the 
existence of large missing trans
verse momentum. The measure of a 
detector for hadron colliders then 
boils down to how well it handles 
each of these. 

The detector proposed for the Fer
milab DO intersection region includes 
a central track detector out to a ra
dius of 70 cm ; liquid-argon calorime-
try covering the full angular range 
(outside one degree f rom the beam) 
and a muon detector consisting of 
three magnetized iron toroids wi th a 
set of proportional drift tubes inside 
and outside the iron. 

In the design configuration, the 
central detector has three compart
ments; a cylindrical large-angle de
tector and t w o small-angle end de
tectors. Each compartment has eight 
gaps of drift chamber planes near the 
intersection region and sixteen gaps 
just before the calorimetry. Delay 
lines near the sense wires give the 
coordinate along the wire direction 
to within 2 mm and provide space-
point hit information. The region be
tween the drift gaps is occupied by a 
transition radiation detector (TRD) 
built f rom four modules of radiator 
fol lowed by a xenon-filled wire 

chamber for X-ray detection. The 
TRD is important for electron identi
fication in a detector wi th no central 
magnetic field. It is expected to yield 
a factor of about 50 in rejecting ha
drons, independent of the rejection 
power of the calorimetry. The region 
inside the inner drift module is re
served for a mini-vertex detector. 

The calorimetry contains three 
types of devices. The central calori
meter is a polygonal approximation 
to a cylinder, covering the polar angle 
range f rom 45 to 135 degrees. T w o 
end-calorimeters extend the cover
age down to 5 degrees f rom the 
beams. Coverage is completed wi th 
a pair of plug calorimeters, retracted 
as far as possible along the exit 
beamlines, which measure down to 
1 degree. The absorber medium in 
the calorimeter is a mixture of ura
nium and non-compensating metal 
(copper or steel). 

The longitudinal subdivision of the 
calorimetry readout will have four el
ectromagnetic sections and typically 
three hadronic sections. Transverse 
segmentation is arranged in projec
tive towers. Hadronic section seg
mentation is typically four t imes 
coarser than the electromagnetic 
towers. The total number of calori
meter-readout tower segments is 
about 50 000 . 

The muon detection system is built 
around iron toroidal magnets in the 
central region and both end regions. 
The toroids fulfil t w o functions ; they 
bend the muons, giving a 20 per cent 
momentum measurement, and they 
absorb the remnants of hadronic 
showers. Muon tracking comes f rom 
sets of proportional drift tubes be
fore and after the iron. The goal of 
the muon system is identification and 
momentum measurement of muons 
out to the maximum observable 
transverse momentum. The muon 
detection capability will be excellent 
owing to the large solid angle cover

age and thick muon shield. The muon 
measurement is expected to be 
possible even when the muon is in 
the midst of a hadron jet. 

Eliminating the central magnetic 
field in the DO detector provides ca
lorimetry and lepton measurements 
which will strongly complement the 
CDF detector. The DO calorimetry 
should be about twice as good as 
CDF for measuring jet energies and 
missing transverse momentum. 

Electron identification should be 
excellent. The performance of the 
calorimetry will be boosted by the 
transition radiation detector, which 
also offers the possibility of tagging 
electrons close to the axis of jets. 
Photon detection, while not possible 
unambiguously, is aided by the com
bination of fine transverse segmen
tation and depth subdivisions. 

Overall, the new DO detector will 
be well suited to a wide range of phy
sics. The recent results f rom the 
CERN Collider have shown how fruit
ful the study of high energy hadron 
collisions can be, and the DO detec
tor will be well equipped to play a 
central role in continuing this explo
ration out into a higher energy 
range. 

STANFORD 
Putting your money 
on electrons 
Earlier this year, Stanford Linac Di
rector 'Pief Panofsky gave his final 
traditional 'State of S L A C address 
before he hands over the Laboratory 
Directorship to Burt Richter on 
1 September. In his talk, he was able 
to report that the President's budget 
for fiscal 1985 proposes a generous 
funding increase, most of which is 
earmarked for the construction of 
the new Stanford Linear Collider 
(SLC), scheduled to become opera
tional early in 1987, if not before (see 
April issue, page 98). 
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Stanford Linac Director 'Pief Panofsky — 
'we can look forward to a secure future 
for the rest of this decade. ' 

T h e President's budget gives us 
the good news that construction of 
the SLC can go ahead full steam, 
paced only by our ability here at 
SLAC to do the work and by the trac-
tability of the very difficult technical 
problems that have to be solved as 
we proceed to build this challenging 
machine/ said Panofsky. 

'Our operating activities will con
tinue to be constrained by fiscal 
pressures; if the President's budget 
does not get cut in the Congress, the 
situation will not be worse than it is 
today. Equipment money shows an 
increase, but definitely not enough to 
live up to our obligations to construct 
competit ive detector systems for 
the use of the SLC on a reasonable 
time scale. As far as SLAC's staff 
level is concerned, I predict a small 
growth to match ourtotal obligations 
during the coming year. 

SLAC has now grown f rom its 
initial configuration using just t w o 

beams to a 'three-ring circus' involv
ing many beams, and exploiting 
SPEAR, PEP, and soon the SLC, all 
three to collide electrons and posi
trons. 

How has this dramatic change 
come about? I believe that the basic 
reason is that our initial hunch that 
the future of high energy physics 
would be deeply intertwined wi th the 
use of electron beams has proven to 
be correct. When SLAC was started 
there was general acquiescence to 
the idea of building a very large elec
tron accelerator on the part of the 
scientific community, but there was 
not much enthusiasm. Through the 
mid-1960s the mainstream of high 
energy physics fol lowed the devel
opment of proton accelerators. 

The decade of the 1970s turned 
out to be the golden years of high 
energy physics using what we call 
l ep ton ' beams — electrons, muons 
and neutrinos. The work was paced 
by electron accelerators and collid
ers, both at SLAC and at the DESY 
laboratory in Germany; proton accel
erators made some of their biggest 
contributions through the use of sec
ondary neutrino and muon beams. 

There are good physical reasons 
why this happened. Leptons are not 
affected by the strong or nuclear 
force that holds the nucleus of the 
atom together; instead, leptons in
teract through electromagnetism 
and to a lesser extent through the 
weak interaction. Thus when leptons 
collide wi th nuclei, one is exploring 
unknown structures with relatively 
well known forces, and the resulting 
events are easier to understand than 
when protons wi th their complex in
ternal structures collide wi th other 
protons. To go even further, when 
electrons collide with positrons they 
can annihilate into a single 'quantum' 
of pure electromagnetic energy, 
which then materializes into any of 
those particle states that can be cre-

Getting ready for 
Linear Collider 
Early in February, the Stan
ford Linear Collider (SLC) 
passed a major milestone by 
accelerating a damped beam 
of W10 electrons one-third 
of the way down the main 
two-mile linac. The invariant 
emittance, which is a mea
sure of how finely the beam 
can be focused was 3 x 10~5 

metre-radians and 5 x 10~5 

metre-radians in the horizon
tal and vertical planes 
respectively. 

The combination of inten
sity and emittance determines 
the luminosity which can be 
obtained by colliding two 
such beams. These emit-
tances would yield a luminos
ity of approximately 1029 cm~2 

sec~1 at the final focus of 
the collider. 

These experiments required 
many of the components of 
the linac control system for 
the collider. The beam from 
the high intensity electron 
gun was accelerated to 
950 MeV and injected into 
the damping ring. The 
damped beam was ejected 
from the ring 32 milliseconds 
later, reduced in length from 
one-half centimetre to one 
millimetre in a special bunch 
compressor, and reinjected 
into the main linac. At the 
monitoring station one-third 
of the way down, the beam 
(at an energy of 6.5 GeV) 
passed through a toroid, 
which measured the intensity, 
and onto a screen. 
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Work under way at Stanford for the new 
SLC linear collider, with (bottom right) 
excavation of an access ramp for tunnelling 
equipment. Centre is the flat roof of the 
experimental hall housing the MAC detector 
at the PEP electron-positron ring. 

(Photo Stanford) 

ated under the applicable rules. The 
events that result f rom this process 
exhibit new physics wi th remarkable 
clarity. 

Largely as a result of this 'golden 
age of leptons' of the 1970s, we 
now understand the fundamental 
building blocks of Nature much bet
ter than before. The wor ld as we 
know it today is made up of leptons, 
on the one hand, and quarks which 
are the carriers of the strong interac
tion and the building blocks of nuclei, 
on the other. W e now know that pro
tons and neutrons are each com
posed of three quarks, and that the 
forces among these quarks are car
ried by objects known as gluons 
which have characteristics that give 
rise to the known properties of the 
strong interaction. 

Most of this was initially uncov
ered through lepton experiments and 
has been confirmed by the behaviour 
of protons, neutrons, and other par

t ic les; SLAC has played a truly cru
cial role in achieving this great leap in 
understanding. The key to this role 
has been the technical achievements 
made by SLAC in building and using 
its accelerators and colliders. 

The question now facing us is for 
how long this role of electron ma
chines will continue into the future. 
W e know that the SLC in the United 
States and the LEP machine in Eu
rope will advance the energy of elec
tron-positron colliders to 100 GeV 
centre-of-mass collision energy, and 
eventually beyond that value at LEP. 
But what will happen thereafter, per
haps in the mid-1990s? 

The energy of proton machines 
promises to be advanced by the mid-
eighties to a collision energy of 
2 0 0 0 GeV, building on the recent 
successes at Fermilab in bringing a 
large superconducting proton syn
chrotron into operation. The 
270 GeV per beam proton-antipro

ton collider at CERN has been a great 
success; it has provided the first di
rect conclusive evidence that the car
riers of the weak interaction actually 
exist — a great achievement in
deed. 

Does this mean that the pendulum 
will swing back again? Wil l the do
minance of the high energy physics 
wor ld that moved from proton ma
chines in the '60s to lepton physics 
in the '70s swing back to proton 
machines in the '80s? W e cannot be 
sure. 

The essential simplicity and analy-
sability of the events produced by 
electron colliders will continue to 
provide an enormous advantage to 
experimenters using those ma
chines. A t the same t ime, the ener
gies that can be reached wi th proton 
machines will continue to outstrip 
the energies attainable wi th electron 
machines at comparable cost, at 
least for the time being. 

However even this last remark 
must be tempered. Since protons are 
complex objects consisting of 
quarks and gluons, the energy of 
each of the colliding protons is di
vided among these elementary con
stituents. Therefore the energy avail
able to generate truly new phenom
ena is really that carried by the in
dividual elementary consti tuents; 
these carry on the average only one-
sixth or so of the energy of the pro
ton. Thus the 2000 GeV collision en
ergy attainable at Fermilab by the 
mid- '80s translates into an equiva
lent collision energy for electrons of 
about 300 GeV, which is still above 
the energy limit attainable by LEP and 
the SLC, but not by much! 

For these and other reasons the 
results of electron machines and pro
ton machines will continue to be 
complementary in the future, wi th no 
such thing as a single 'best ma
chine.' 

The dominant reason why electron 
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machines — in spite of the inherent 
simplicity of the physics they pro
duce — have not thus far matched 
the reach into the unknown pro
jected for proton machines is simply 
one of technology and of cost. W e 
can extrapolate the established tech
nologies of proton machines into the 
future to energies of perhaps as high 
as 20 TeV (20 0 0 0 GeV) of proton 
energy per beam. A comparable ad
vance for an electron machine re
quires development of new technol
ogy for which the SLC will point the 
way, but which has not as yet been 
demonstrated. 

Thus the next logical step for the 
US high energy physics programme 
is the proposed superconducting su
percollider (SSC), which is envisaged 
as a colliding beam proton-proton 
machine wi th each beam having an 
energy of 20 0 0 0 GeV. If the current 
hopes of the community materialize, 
such a machine will operate by the 
middle of the '90s. 

This hope can only be realized if 
this new machine can be built as a 
truly national effort — that is, an 
effort to which all Laboratories in the 
US contribute, including SLAC. Thus 
while operation of PEP and SPEAR 
and the construction of the SLC now 
comprise and will continue to com
prise the large bulk of our work , we 
are already beginning to be involved, 
albeit to a very small extent, in the 
planning process for this very large 
proton machine. 

Nevertheless, it is not at all clear 
that electron machines will also not 
be able to attain the same or an even 
larger reach of discovery as is now 
planned for proton machines. But we 
simply do not know today how to do 
this at a cost that appears affordable. 
No one can be sure now whether this 
cost disadvantage of electrons vs. 
protons will continue indefinitely, or 
whether progress in technology will 
erase or reverse it. 

Using the new linear collider tech
nique opened up by the SLC, there 
are several possible approaches to
wards building better and cheaper 
very high energy electron colliders. 
As construction of the SLC ap
proaches completion, we will dedi
cate an increasing fraction of our 
work towards exploring these new 
technologies that may carry us 
beyond the SLC. 

If the SLC, in addition to making 
valuable contributions in terms of its 
own physics programme, also leads 
to an exciting and supportable pro
posal for a large-scale electron-posi
tron collider, then this avenue should 
and will certainly be pursued. 

Whether it could be pursued on the 
SLAC site, or whether exploitation of 
such a machine would require more 
space than can reasonably be made 
available locally, I simply do not 
know. Neither do I know whether 
such a large linear collider would be 
best pursued as a national or as an 
international high energy physics 
programme. 

In other words , in parallel wi th 
SLAC's increasing participation in 
the national programme for the SSC 
we will at the same time explore the 
opportunities for making a high ener
gy linear electron-positron collider a 
competit ive or even superior ma
chine in the long run. 

All of these issues relate, of 
course, to the question. What is the 
long-range future of SLAC? I would 
be uncomfortable in facing that ques
tion today if it were not for the fact 
that the very same question has been 
asked of me ever since the founding 
of this Laboratory. 

It has always been true that the 
future programme of SLAC was rela
tively well-defined for a large fraction 
of the decade ahead, but beyond that 
little or nothing could be said. The 
situation is the same today. 

W e can look towards a secure fu-

* The HERA electron-
proton collider at the 
German DESY Laboratory 
has been approved, and 
construction starts 
immediately. 

ture for the rest of this decade and 
perhaps somewhat beyond. What 
happens after that depends on our 
ability to exploit new ideas and initia
t ives. The director of SLAC after 
1 September is a past master in this 
respect.' 

DESY 
I, il, ill . . . 
Back in February 1964, the electron 
synchrotron then called in short 
'DESY' came into operation in Ham
burg wi th a beam energy of 5 GeV, a 
wor ld record at that t ime. It is still 
running now, twenty years later, as a 
7 GeV injector of electrons and posi
trons for the storage rings DORIS-II 
and PETRA. It is also providing sev
eral test beams in the old exper
imental halls, but its days of provid
ing beams for high energy physics 
experiments are over. 

For the new projects at the DESY 
Laboratory, including the HERA stor
age rings, the old synchrotron is to 
be rebuilt for continued working as 
an injector, but this t ime for protons. 
For electrons, the machine group of 
DESY is building a new synchrotron 
which will be placed in the same tun
nel. This will allow the new injector 
to be brought into operation without 
any undue interruptions for DORIS-II 
and PETRA. 

The new electron synchrotron, 
called DESY-II, will be of the sepa-
rated-function type and will reach a 
maximum energy of 9.2 GeV. The 
magnets will be placed inside those 
of the present synchrotron. 

A prototype bending magnet for 
the new machine has already arrived 
and is under test. DESY-II will work 
wi th a repetition rate of 12.5 instead 
of the 50 cycles per second used so 
far. Therefore a stainless steel va
cuum chamber (0.3 mm walls) can 
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The new DESY-II synchrotron for electrons 
and positrons, inside the old DESY-l, which 
will be later rebuilt as DESY-l 11 for a new 
lease of life injecting protons into the new 
HERA ring via PETRA. 

be used in place of the ceramic one 
needed for the old synchrotron. 

The installation of components 
will take place in a four-month shut
down starting this November. Injec
tion and acceleration tests up to 
1 GeV wi th a provisional dipole pow
er supply will fo l low, while the faith
ful old DESY-l will continue to feed 
the storage rings wi th electrons and 
positrons. 

In a second shutdown in the winter 
of 1985 /1986 , all injection and ejec
tion channels of DESY-II will be con
nected and full magnet and r.f. pow
er will be switched f rom DESY-l to 
DESY-II. 

All this programme is being carried 
out within the normal DESY budget 
and will cost about 15 million DM. 

After the second shutdown, the 
old synchrotron will enjoy a wel l-
earned rest while being prepared and 
partially rebuilt for proton injection 
into HERA. Called DESY-III, this 

'new' machine will use the DESY-l 
bending magnets which are of the 
combined function type and, wi th the 
addition of new quadrupoles and 
some optical manipulations, in
crease the transition energy to a va
lue higher than that required for pro
ton injection into PETRA and f rom 
there to HERA.  

CERN 
More protons for 
antiprotons 

Now that the CERN antiproton pro
ject has shown itself such a scientific 
success, the quest is on to squeeze 
more antiprotons into the big SPS 
ring. Thus at the end of last year, 
CERN Council approved the antipro
ton improvement programme (see 
January/February issue, page 23). 
This includes the construction of a 
new Ant iproton Collector (ACOL) to 

capture more antiprotons for subse
quent stacking in the Ant iproton Ac
cumulator (AA), where the precious 
particles are stored before being 
sent into the SPS ring. 

As well as the ACOL ring (which 
will surround the A A ring in the exist
ing A A hall), improvements are being 
implemented and other ideas studied 
all the way down the line. 

The antiprotons are formed when 
proton beams strike a target, and 
one way to get more antiprotons is 
simply to have more protons hitting 
the target. However the A A (and lat
er ACOL) can only accept single turn 
injection. As the A A ' s circumference 
is only a quarter that of the PS, the 
proton beam in the PS can only fill a 
fraction of the machine's circumfer
ence before being ejected towards 
the antiproton production target. 

The PS is fed in turn by the four ring 
Booster, and experts have been 
looking at various schemes to con
centrate the PS beam (which normal
ly consists of 20 bunches) by playing 
tricks wi th the ejection and recombi
nation of the beams from the four 
Booster rings. 

One scheme already tried is to ver
tically superimpose bunches f rom 
t w o rings in pairs (ring 3 wi th 2, and 4 
wi th 1). Unfortunately the increase of 
the vertical size of the recombined 
beams led to beam losses and lim
ited the intensities available this way. 
Thus for normal antiproton operation 
at present, beams from only t w o 
Booster rings are used. 

The new scheme proposed by 
George Nassibian uses an r.f. 
(8 MHz) dipole to control the vertical 
recombination of the beams and en
able successive bunches to be inter
leaved. This unusual dipole, de
signed, built and tested all within a 
year, is a resonator wi th horizontal 
magnetic field and sinusoidal vertical 
deflection (4 mrad in either direc
tion). 
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View of the 8 MHz beam deflecting magnet 
installed in the transfer fine between the 
CERN Booster and Proton Synchrotron to 
interleave successive bunches from the 
Booster's four rings. 

(Photo CERN 791.11.83) 

In initial tests, it successfully re-
combined high intensity beams f rom 
rings 2 and 3 (each about 
7 x 1 0 1 2 protons per pulse). The 
necessary ejection gymnastics were 
accomplished very smoothly. The 
PS now has the problem of capturing 
and accelerating this intense recom-
bined beam, so that the A A can ben
efit f rom the 8 0 % increase in the 
level of injected beam intensity. 

This form of recombination has 
been considered before for handling 
linac beams in inertial fusion studies, 
but it is thought that this is the first 
t ime beams have actually been re-
combined in this way. 

(From K. Schindl) 

CHARM II 

The scattering of (muon-type) neutri
nos by electrons was first observed 
in the Gargamelle heavy liquid bubble 
chamber in 1973, and provided the 
first evidence for the neutral current 
of the weak interaction. For the first 
t ime, weakly interacting particles 
(leptons) were seen to interact w i th 
out having their electric charges 
shuffled around, as predicted by the 
electroweak theory. 

Once the discovery had been 
made, it opened a new, and very 
clean, w indow on particle interac
tions. Neutrino-electron collisions in
volve only pointlike particles (to the 
best of our knowledge!), and thus 
involve a minimum of confusing 
background effects. Unfortunately 
they are extremely rare. Only about a 
hundred such events have been col
lected in the past ten years. To im
prove these meagre statistics, new 

The glass sheets to form the targets for 
the new CHARM neutrino experiment arrive 
at CERN. 

(Photo CERN 673.2.84) 
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On the gallery (top right), the new CERN 
radio-frequency quadrupole is dwarfed by 
the Cockcroft-Wafton machine it replaces. 
To the left of the RFQ is the housing of the 
ion source. 

(Photo CERN 114.3.84) 

detectors are needed. Thus a new 
project — CHARM II — has been ap
proved for Installation in the high en
ergy neutrino beam of the 4 5 0 GeV 
Super Proton Synchrotron. It wil l 
provide several thousand neutrino-
electron scattering events. 

The first CHARM detector, in
stalled immediately downstream of 
the big W A 1 (CERN / Dortmund / 
Heidelberg / Saclay) neutrino detec
tor, began operation in 1978. De
signed to probe the structure of the 
nucléon as revealed by the neutral 
current, CHARM I has carried out 
sterling work over the years, includ
ing amassing most of the wor ld 
stock of neutrino-electron scattering 
data, studying the structure and cou
pling strength of the weak neutral 
current, helping to pin down the 
Weinberg parameter in the electro
weak theory, and extending the 
search for neutrino oscillations. 

(The 'CHARM' acronym comes 
f rom the original collaborating insti
tutions — CERN, Hamburg, Amster
dam, Rome and Moscow, conve
niently disregarding the conventional 
alphabetical ordering. For the new 
project, Amsterdam is replaced by 
Naples, but the CHARM label still 
sticks!) 

CHARM I combined the features of 
a hadron calorimeter (measurement 
of deposited energy) wi th a fine
grained matrix of scintillation count
ers and drift tubes, enabling the di
rection, as well as the energy, of pro
duced showers to be measured. In 
1979, a comprehensive system of 
fine streamer tubes, similar to that 
adopted for the Mont Blanc proton 
decay search, was added to further 
improve the spatial resolution of 
shower measurements (see July/ 
August 1981 issue, page 252). 

Drawing on the CHARM I experi
ence wi th these streamer tubes, the 
new detector will be composed of 
420 3.7 m square modules, each 

composed of a 4.8 cm-thick plate of 
glass covered with a plane of 
streamer tubes wi th 1 cm wire spac
ing. Wire orientation is shifted by 
90° in successive modules and posi
t ion is shifted by half a wire spacing. 
Wi th analog electronic readout, the 
centre of a track or vertex can be 
reconstructed to within 2 mm. 

As well as neutral current interac
tions (elastic scattering of neutrinos 
and leptons), the detector will also 
study charged current lepton interac
t ions, chiefly through Inverse muon 
decay' — when a muon-type neutri
no hits an electron, producing a 
muon and an electron-type neutrino. 
The 7 m-long muon spectrometer 
for CHARM II will use the same toroi
dal iron magnets used in the W A 1 
neutrino experiment, complemented 
by planes of drift chambers. 
CHARM II is scheduled to begin 
operations next year. 

PREACCELERATORS 
New technique 
in action 

Many Laboratories throughout the 
wor ld are now using or constructing 
radio-frequency quadrupoles (RFQs). 
These are simultaneous r.f. linacs 
and focusing quadrupoles which pro
vide a new and more effective way of 
handling the preacceleration, focus
ing and bunching required for the 
injection of beam into the down
stream linac. 

Last month (see page 100) we re
ported first operation of the RFQ at 
Brookhaven, and now comes news 
of RFQs at CERN, Los Alamos and 
Saclay. (No doubt there are others!) 
A t CERN, the RFQ has provided its 
8 0 m A design current, which wassub-
sequently accelerated in the linac (Li
nac 1 ) to provide a test beam for the 
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The traditional Cockcroft-Walton 
preaccelerator at CERN's Linac 1. 
Such machines are fast becoming 
museum pieces. 

(Photo CERN 127.3.74) 

LEAR Low Energy Antiproton Ring. 
This novel type of accelerator will 

go on to play a vital role in providing 
beams of heavy ions for acceleration 
in the complex of CERN's machines 
(see July/August 1983 issue, 
page 223). 

A t Los Alamos one 2 MeV RFQ 
has approached its design power 
level, while a second is being devel
oped for the Fusion Materials Irradia
tion Test Project at Hanford. 

A t the French Saturne machine at 
Saclay, an RFQ has been commis
sioned, working with the Cryebis 
source of totally stripped ions. This 
will enable the machine to fill out its 
range of projectile particles, so far 
restricted to light ions up to helium, 
but wi th the important addition of 
polarized protons and deuterons. 

In February, fully stripped nitrogen 
ions were handled by the RFQ, and 
by the beginning of March, every
thing was ready for injection into the 
linac. After an initial test wi th alpha 
particles (same charge to mass ra
tio), nitrogen ions were accelerated 
to 250 MeV per nucléon and ejected. 
Subsequently, the total energy was 
boosted to 13 GeV (930 MeV per 
nucléon) without loss. 

These tests demonstrated the ex
cellent behaviour of the new prein-
jector system and the high levels of 
stability achieved in the main ring, 
even when handling such delicate 
beams (10 7 charges and below). 
Now that the way is clear, proposals 
for heavy ion experiments will be 
examined by the Experiments Com
mittee. 

For the future, the hew Dioné 
source of completely stripped ions 
will gain a factor of ten in ion intensi
ty, and will provide ions heavier than 
the current limit (argon) of Cryebis. In 

A view of the radio-frequency quadrupole 
at the French Saturne machine at Saclay. 

(Photo Saclay) 
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People 
and things 

addition, the MIMAS booster is 
scheduled for completion in 1986. 
As well as accelerating very heavy 
ions, this could push the supply of 
light ions and polarized particles up 
by a factor of between 10 and 50. 

MUNICH (MPI) / CERN 
New streamer 
chamber techniques 
Many of the particles now being 
sought in high energy experiments 
are so short-lived that even at high 
energies (when relativity endows 
them with a longer lifetime), they 
travel only a fraction of a millimetre 
before decaying. To record the 
tracks of such transient particles and 
measure their lifetimes taxes the in
genuity of experimenters, and many 
new techniques have been devel
oped to assist in these searches. 

One method being worked on by a 
Munich (Max .Planck lnstitute)/CERN 
team aims to use a triggerable 
streamer chamber to select out 
events of interest, providing a direct 
visual record of the interaction while 
eliminating the need to scan 'empty ' 
photographs showing little of inter
est. They have built a small 50 mm 
diameter high pressure streamer 
chamber which has given encourag
ing results in initial trials. 

Wi th neon/helium filling at 20 atm, 

this chamber has shown itself capa
ble of picking up some 60 streamers 
per cm, the diameter of each stream
er being typically about 60 microns 
(the streamer diameter of a conven
tional chamber at atmospheric pres
sure is about 500 microns). When 
recording streamers holographically, 
for example with 13 atm he
l ium/methane filling, streamer width 
as low as 25 microns has been 
achieved. 

A completely new result f rom the 
team is the use of dark field illumina
tion in this small chamber using a dye 
laser to illuminate the streamers. 
This technique jovercomes the need 
for resolution-limiting image intensi
f i e s to record the faint streamer 
light. A simple optical arrangement 
has already given tracks wi th good 
contrast (see photo). If higher pres
sure (some 25 atm) is applied, the 
track definition accuracy can be ex
pected to improve to 10 microns be
cause of the high streamer density 
(about 70 per cm). Even allowing for 
diffusion, the high resolution is still 
achieved because there are effec
tively many position readings along 
the particle track. This resolution is 
comparable to that achieved wi th sil
icon microstrip detectors. 

A laser track recorded in a streamer 
chamber by a Munich (Max Planck 
Institute)/CERN team using a dye laser to 
illuminate the streamers. The track is 25 mm 
long in 8 atm. helium/methane, and the 
streamer diameter is about 55 microns. 

On people 

Arie van Steenbergen steps down 
as Deputy Chairman of the US Na
tional Synchrotron Light Source 
(NSLS) at Brookhaven to concen
trate on accelerator research and 
development. Stepping in as inter
im Deputy Chairman is Mark Bar
ton, former chairman of Brook hav
en's Accelerator Department and 
recently head of the Brookhaven 
Heavy Ion Facility Laboratory Task 
Force. John McTague remains as 
head of the NSLS. 

Louis Rosen, leader of the Medium 
Energy Physics Division at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory, has 
been named vice-chairman of the 
Nuclear Physics Division of the 
American Physical Society. Rosen 
will succeed to the chairmanship 
in 1985. 

PETRA inches higher 

The peak energy collision energy 
in the PETRA electron-positron 
ring at the German DESY Labora
tory continues to be nudged high
er. After the 45 GeV 'record' set 
in December (see January/February 
issue, page 16), the energy has 
been taken to 47 GeV. Still no sign 
of the 'top' particle, however. 

mm 
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Meanwhile the first complete 
superconducting bending magnet 
for the proton ring of the approved 
HERA electron-proton collider at
tained 6000 A on 23 March, 
beyond the 5636 A level required 
for HERA operation, without a 
quench and on its first cooldown 
to 4.45 K. 

F meson mass 

One of the talking points at last 
summer's conferences was a new 
measurement of the mass of the 
F meson by the CLEO group at the 
CESR electron-positron ring at Cor
nell, USA. The F meson (which 
carries both strangeness and 
charm quantum numbers) was first 
attributed with a mass of about 
2020 MeV, but the CLEO group 
found instead a value of 1970 MeV 
(see January/February issue, page 
15). This was quickly corroborated 
by the ARGUS group at the DO
RIS II electron-positron ring (see 
December 1983 issue, page 422), 
and by the TASSO group at the 
PETRA electron-positron ring, both 
at the German DESY Laboratory. 

Now another F measurement in 
line with the new value comes 
from the Amsterdam / Bristol / 
CERN / Cracow / Munich / Ruther
ford experiment (NA 11) at the 
CERN 450 Ge V Super Proton 
Synchrotron. Using a telescope of 
high resolution silicon microstrip 
detectors to measure six events, 
the mass of the F meson comes 
out as 1975 ± 4 MeV. 

The experiment also measures 
the lifetime of the F meson, giving 
a value of (3.2 + 3.0 - 1.3) x 
10~13 s, which is interesting to 
compare with the measured life
times of charged and neutral D 
(charmed) mesons. 

High Field Workshop 

The CERN Accelerator School, the 
European Committee for Future 
Accelerators (ECFA) and the Italian 
INFN are organizing a workshop 
on the generation of high fields for 
particle acceleration to very high 
energies, to be held at Frascati 
from 25 September to 1 October. 
Its aim is to stimulate studies of 
methods for generating high elec
tric fields which could possibly 
lead to new methods of particle 
acceleration, and to attract spe
cialists from the areas of plasma 
and laser physics as well as con
ventional accelerator physics. Par
ticipation will be limited to about 
80. For further information, contact 
P. Bryant, LEP Division, CERN, 
CH-1211 Geneva 23. The closing 
date for applications is 1 June. 

problems involved. Further infor
mation from Joanne Day, Argonne 
National Laboratory, Building 362, 
Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA. 

Snowmass 

From 23 June to 13 July, a meet
ing is being organized at Snow-
mass (Colorado) for the US high 
energy physics community to help 
contribute towards the definition 
of thé proposed Superconducting 
Super Collider (SSC). It will also 
help inform the community of the 
progress being made in both iden
tifying and solving the technical 

CERN Director General (and former DESY 
Director) Herwig Schopper (left) visited the 
DESY Laboratory in Hamburg early in March 
for a colloquium arranged to mark his 60th 
birthday. Former professors and students 
joined his colleagues past and present to 
add their congratulations and to recall his 
forty very active years in physics. Here he 
is greeted by Alexander Hocker (right), who 
played an important role in the creation of 
CERN and DESY, watched by a smiling 
Hans-Otto Wuster. 

(Photo DESY) 
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asf Data Transfei 
High speed data transfer is simple with LeCroy's ECLine family. Digital 
information can be exchanged between a diverse family of ECLport data 
acquisition modules, ECLine data handlers, ECLine logic modules and 
ECLport memories. LeCroy has adopted the ECLbus between these 
modules. Using the modules, you can assemble an ultra-fast data system — 
large or small—to fit your needs. Here are several examples. 

High Speed Data Acquisition — Use the ECLport on our fast digital 
converters for transfer of data to memory via the ECLbus. Fast 
ADC's-FERA, Latch/encoders-PCOS III, and FASTBUS are available. 
Trigger Processing—Calculate parameters, search lists, perform 
iterative operations, make comparisons, all at ECLbus speed. A family 
of data handlers and the ECLine makes it easy. 
Multiple Event Buffering —Store variable length events in a single 
memory and read them out one by one using FASTBUS. 
Computed Triggers—Tap a fast programmable processor onto a multi-
port ECLbus memory to analyze each event. 

The ECLbus was developed to transport data at high speeds over long 
distances. It uses the industry standard for the highest speed and best 
noise immunity—differential ECL The bus allows bits, bytes or even 32 
bit words to be transmitted between modules at the highest speeds. The 
protocol is simple and a standard at major laboratories worldwide. 

Use the EC/jbi/s-based modules to build your data system. Let us show 
you how. Contact your local LeCroy sales engineer for details. 

Data 
Destinations 

Event Buffers and Computing 

700 S. Main St., Spring Valley, NY. 10977, (914) 425-2000; Geneva, Switzerland, (022) 
82 33 55; Heidelberg, West Germany, (06221) 49162; Les Ulis, France, (6) 90738.97; 
Rome, Italy, (396) 320-0646; Botley, Oxford, England, (0865) 72 72 75. Representatives 
throughout the world. 





vrije universiteit 
amstercbm 

The Free University (VU) at Amsterdam, Depart
ment of Physics and Astronomy, invites appli
cants for the position of 

PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS 
(male / female ) 

in the field of Experimental Nuclear Physics. The 
nuclear physics scientific staff includes three 
professors, four senior physicists and twelve 
graduate students, whose research covers the 
fol lowing subjects: 
- (e,e') and (e,e'X) reactions at energies up to 

500 MeV, 
- pion-nucleus interactions for energies below 

50 MeV, 
- direct nuclear reactions, 
- high-spin states. 

For these experiments particle beams are avail
able f rom the 500 MeV linear electron accelerator 
of the Nationaal Instituut voor Kernfysica en 
Hoge-Energiefysica at Amsterdam (in which the 
VU participates), the K = 1 60 MeV cyclotron of 
the Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut at Groningen 
and the own K = 30 MeV cyclotron. 

The successful candidate should be able to 
contribute significantly to the further develop
ment of the research programme especially in the 
area of nuclear structure studies, including non-
nuclear degrees of freedom. 

Although emphasis should be given to experi
ments wi th electrons, hadronic reactions may 
also be included. Participation in the teaching 
programme and administrative duties is expected. 

Applicants should have an extensive and inter
nationally recognized experience in experimental 
nuclear physics, preferably at intermediate ener
gies; they must also have a thorough theoretical 
background. In addition they should have a good 
teaching record at undergraduate and graduate 
level. 

Applicants are expected to respect the principles 
of the Free University as a Christian Institution. 

The salary wil l be according to the Dutch Civil 
Servants Code. 

Further information may be obtained from the 
chairman of the Nominating Committee, 

Prof. Dr. H. Verheul, 
Physics Laboratory, 
VU, P.O. Box 7 1 6 1 , 
1007 M C Amsterdam, 
telephone 0 2 0 - 548 2469 . 

Applications including a curriculum vitae, a list of 
publications and the names and addresses of 
three references should be addressed, quoting 
vacancy reference number 590 -0534 , before 
July 1st, 1984 to Vrije Universiteit, Afdeling 
Personeelszaken, Hoofdgebouw, Kamer 1 E, De 
Boelelaan 1 1 0 5 , 1 0 8 1 HV Amsterdam. 

Le Département de physique des particules élé
mentaires, à Saclay, propose un poste permanent 
à un 

INFORMATICIEN 
responsable de la mise en œuvre 

et de l'exploitation 
des logiciels CERN à Saclay 

Nous recherchons un informaticien pour installer, 
adapter et maintenir les logiciels (off-line) CERN à 
Saclay, sur IBM, Cray, Apollo, Prime, ainsi que 
pour assurer l'assistance aux utilisateurs et la 
coordination technique avec le centre de calcul de 
CISI-SACLAY. 

Outre une bonne connaissance de ces logiciels, 
tout candidat doit avoir une bonne expérience de 
l'IBM et une bonne connaissance de l'informa
tique au CERN. 

Les candidatures, y compris curriculum vitae, 
doivent être adressées à: 

Monsieur Jacques PREVOST 
DPhPE/SEIPE 
CEN/SACLAY 
91191 GIF s/YVETTE Cedex (France) 

TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 77843-4242 

(409) 845-7717 

SUPER-COLLIDER 
ACCELERATOR PHYSICS 

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
A major program of accelerator physics has been organ
ized to contribute to the design of the Superconducting 
Super-Collider (SSC). This program includes the design 
and construction of superferric magnets for the SSC, 
advanced accelerator R&D, and graduate studies in accel
erator physics. 

Positions are available for : 

graduate research assistants, 

post-doctoral research associates, 

faculty positions in physics and engineering, 

mechanical and electrical engineers, 

cryogenic, electronic and mechanical technicians. 

Please address enquires t o : 

Professor Peter Mclntyre, 
Department of Physics, 
Texas A&M University, 
College Station, TX 77843 

Texas A&M is an affirmative action/equal opportunity 
employer. 
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T R I U M F 
MESON RESEARCH FACILITY 

UNIVERSITY 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Postdoctoral and 
Research Associate Positions 
Intermediate Energy Physics 

Postdoctoral and Research Associate posit ions are available 
for experimental physics w i th the University of British Colum
bia groups at the TRIUMF 5 0 0 MeV cyclotron. Candidates 
should have experience in a relevant field of physics and have 
completed a Ph.D. in nuclear or particle physics wi th in the past 
t w o years. Graduate students expecting to complete their 
degrees wi th in the next few months are also invited to apply. 
These appointments can be renewed annually (subject to the 
usual budgetary confirmation) up to a maximum period of three 
years. Salary wil l depend on experience, w i th a minimum of 
$ 22 ,000 per annum. 
Curriculum vitae, list of publications and names of three 
referees should be forwarded as soon as possible to : 

Dr. G. Jones 
Department of Physics 
University of British Columbia 
6 2 2 4 Agriculture Road 
University Campus 
Vancouver, B.C. Canada 
V6T 2 A 6 

In accordance w i th Canadian immigrat ion requirements, 
priority wHI be given to Canadian citizens and permanent 
residents of Canada. This advertisement is valid for a t w o year 
period. 

Queen M a r y College 
University of London 

NEW BLOOD' LECTURESHIP 
IN EXPERIMENTAL 
PARTICLE PHYSICS 

Applications are invited for a Lectureship in Experimental 
Particle Physics tenable f rom 1 October 1984. QMC has an 
active and expanding programme in this field. Future experi
ments include electron-positron collisions at LEP, neutrino 
interactions at the SNS and nucleon-nucleon polarization at 
LAMPF, There is a continuing programme of experiments at 
the proton-ant iproton collider (UA1 ) and at LEAR (PS1 72). The 
lecturer could join a current experiment and wil l be encouraged 
strongly to take a major role in the developing and exploit ing 
of the OPAL detector for LEP and in shaping the future 
programme of the group. 

Under the New Blood scheme the post wi l l carry teaching 
duties, but the primary duty of the lecturer in the early years 
wil l be towards research. There is an age limit of 35. Salary 
scale (under review): 7 1 9 0 - 1 4 1 2 5 Pounds Sterling p.a. plus 
11 86 London Al lowance. Appl icat ion forms and further details 
obtainable f rom: 

The Senior Personnel Officer, 
Queen Mary College, 
Mile End Road, 
London 
E1 4 N S 
(Telex 8 9 3 750) 

to be returned by 11 May. Forms also available f rom Joyce 
Eggleton, CERN, or Peter Nichols, Rutherford Appleton Labora
tory. Appl icants resident abroad please send a CV and ask 
3 referees to wr i te directly to QMC. 

I* National Research 
Council Canada 

Conseil national 
de recherches Canada 

Research Scientists 
High Energy Physics 

The National Research Council of Canada invites appli
cations for several Research Scientist term posit ions w i th 
its experimental High Energy Physics group. These 
posit ions are initially for t w o years w i th a possibil ity of 
renewal. 

The NRCC group is based in Ottawa, Canada and works in 
association w i th Carleton University. The OPAL project at 
LEP (an international collaboration in agreement w i th 
CERN) is the main effort of the group and the successful 
candidates would be required to concentrate on it. The 
group is also involved in the TPC at TRIUMF and the 
Tagged Photon Spectrometer at Fermilab. This effort 
requires that the successful candidates spend some t ime at 
these accelerator laboratories. 

Appl icants should have a doctorate in particle physics or 
nuclear physics w i th experience in particle physics tech
niques. 

Salary: Commensurate w i th qualif ications. 
Apply in wr i t ing to the Employment Officer, 
National Research Council of Canada, 
Ot tawa (Ontario), Canada, K1A OR6. 
In reply, please quote P-84 1/4-CC. 

Canada 

ENGINEERING DIVISION 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 

L A W R E N C E BERKELEY LABORATORY 

Reporting to the Laboratory Director, the Associate Director is respon
sible for the management of engineering, technic ian, and shop support 
for the Laboratory. The incumbent wi l l plan, organize, direct, coordinate 
and evaluate all engineering and technical support for the work 
performed by the Division for the Laboratory's scienti f ic programs. The 
incumbent wi l l ensure the creative and innovative capabil it ies of the 
Division through training, research activit ies and other appropriate 
means. Specific areas of responsibi l i ty include mechanical engineering, 
electrical and electronic engineering, instrument science, related 
technical shops and services, and the Office of Project Management. As 
an Associate Director of the Laboratory, the incumbent wi l l also part i 
cipate in the planning and decis ion-making of signif icant issues for the 
entire Laboratory. 

A st rong engineering background and demonstrated qualities of 
leadership are required. The successful candidate must show a 
substantial record of achievement in engineering and in the manage
ment of large projects in a research envi ronment and/or management 
of engineering support for large inter-discipl inary scientif ic programs. 
Excellent technical and scienti f ic judgment , as wel l as a s t rong admin
istrative skills, including creativity in decis ion-making problem-solv ing, 
and the management of human resources, are also required. 

Please specify Job A / 2 8 2 8 . This posi t ion is subject to the Financial 
Disclosure requirements of the California Polit ical Reform Ac t of 1 974 . 

Send t w o copies of resume t o : 

LAWRENCE 
BERKELEY 
LABORATORY 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
One Cyclotron Road 
Employment Office 90-1042, 
Berkeley, CA 94720. 

Appl icat ion/ resume must be in the Employment Office by 5 : 0 0 p.m. 
on June 1, 1984 . 

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIFIH 
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HYBRID PREAMPLIFIERS 
for high energy physics 

• The hybrid preamplifiers are 
developed and produced by 
LABEN to meet the growing 
demand of low noise signal 
processing in high energy physics. 

• Domain of application for LABEN 
hybrid preamplifiers are: 

- solid state telescopes, 
- silicon and germanium active 

targets, 
- silicon microstrip chambers, 
- multiwire proportional chambers, 
- time projection chambers, 
- liquid argon calorimetry, 
- BGO calorimetry, 
- silicon calorimetry, 
- solid state and vacuum 
photodetectors. 

» Different configurations and 
features available: 
- fet or bipolar input, 
- charge or transconductance loop, 
- single or quad module, 
- coax or long twist drive, 
- fixed or external adjustable time 

constant. 

Division of E L 
spa 

20133 MILAN - Via Bassini, 15 - Tel. (02) 2365551 - Tlx 312451 
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UP TO 1 x 104 

GAIN IN VERY HIGH 
MAGNETIC FIELDS 
NEW FINE MESH TYPE 
10 STAGE PMT 
The new R2063 f ine 
mesh tube performs very 
wel l in high magnet ic 
f ields to about 10K gauss. 
This unique 2 " tube is the 
first high quali ty detector 
for H igh Energy Physics 
to ove rcome the gain 
ki l l ing effect of magnet ic 
envi ronments. 

UP TO 15 GAIN 
IN HIGH 
MAGNETIC FIELDS 
NEW MESH TYPE, 
FLAT TRIODE PMT 
The R2046 mesh type 
tube provides enough 
gain (about 15) to pre
serve your signal wh i le 
operat ing in magnet ic 
f ie lds of up to 10K gauss. 
The compact flat geom
etry wi th 3 " d iameter 
permits stacking large 
numbers of detectors 
w i th good vo lumetr ic 
eff iciency. 

HIGH PULSE 
LINEARITY AT 
HIGH COUNT RATES 
IN MAGNETIC 
ENVIRONMENTS 
MESH DYNODE PMT 
The R1652 combines 
super ior per formance in 
magnet ic f ields, good 
gain and high count rate 
linearity. This 3 inch 
diameter, head on tube 
wi th 9-stage mesh-
dynodes uses a new 
proximity focus design 
for operat ion in magnet ic 
f ields up to a few 
hundred gauss. 

CALL OR WRITE FOR DATA SHEETS 

HIGH ENERGY 
RESOLUTION AND 
GOOD PULSE 
LINEARITY 
HYBRID MESH/BOX 
AND GRID PMT 
The R1911-01 uses box 
and gr id dynodes at the 
front end for high energy 
resolut ion and new mesh 
type dynodes in the f inal 
stages for excel lent pulse 
linearity. Pulse l inearity 
of less than 2% deviat ion 
at 50 m A 1500 V is 
s igni f icant ly better than 
standard PMT's. This 3 " 
tube is ideal for physics 
and medical diagnost ic 
appl icat ions because of 
its reduced length. 

H A M A M A T S U C O R P O R A T I O N • 4 2 0 S O U T H A V E N U E • M I D D L E S E X , N E W J E R S E Y 0 8 8 4 6 • P H O N E : ( 2 0 1 ) 4 6 9 - 6 6 4 0 

International Offices in Major Countries of Europe and Asia. 

Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., 1126 Ichino-cho, Hamamatsu, Japan, 0534/34-3311 • Hamamatsu TV Europa GmbH, Postfach 1140, D-8031 Seefeld 1, W. Germany, 08152/7705 
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CABLES 
SPÉCIAUX 

• Nucléaire 
• Électronique 
• Haute Fréquence 
• Haute Température 
• Opto Électronique 

Poussière fine, particules 
en suspension peuvent 
être retenues par ies fil
tres Luwa. Nous en 
avons une gamme com
plète à votre disposition. 

Succursales, licenciés et représentations dans plus de 60 pays. 

Luwa 
Luwa SA 
Filtres + Equipement de Protection 
Kanalstrasse 5,8152 Glattbrugg, Téléphone 01/8101010 
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X P 2 0 0 8 
and X P 2012 
contribute in UA1 and UA2 
ppCERN experiments with 

Stability 
Linearity 
BBQity 
Consistency 
Resolution 
Economy 

A c o m p l e t e r a n g e of m o d e r n P M T s f o r i ndus t r y a n d p h y s i c s 

PMT 

cathode 
number 

of 
stages 

stability 
pulse 

linearity 
(mA) 

resolution 
1 3 7 C s 

(%) 

PMT 
0 

(mm) 
type 

number 
of 

stages 16h/0,3uA 
(%) 

1-0,1uA 
(%) 

pulse 
linearity 

(mA) 

resolution 
1 3 7 C s 

(%) 

XP2008 32 superA 10 1 1 200 8 
XP2012 32 bialkali 10 1 1 200 7,2 
XP2202 44 bialkali 10 1 1 200 7,4 
XP2212 44 bialkali 12 1 1 250 7,5 
XP2030 70 bialkali 10VB 0,5 0,8 40*) 7,2 
XP2050 110 bialkali 10VB 1 1 40*) 7,5 

*) with a specially tailored bleeder 

Matching the BBQ emission 
spectrum (BBQity), these PMTs 

meet the most critical parameter 
for system resolution: GAIN STABILITY. 

We've set the standard for over 20 years 

Philips Industries, 
Electronic Components 
and Materials Division, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

PHILIPS Electronic 
C o m p o n e n t s 
and Materials 

PHILIPS 



DETENDEURS 
pour haute et faible pression 

de gaz et liquide 

détendeurs à réglage manuel, très grande préci
sion avec soupape de décharge 
diverses exécutions 
Pression de 0-1000 bar 

détendeurs à dôme 
grand débit dans petite pression différentielle 
diverses exécutions 

détendeur ainsi que soupape de sécurité pour 
faible pression de gaz 5-210 mbar 
boîtier en alu ou inox 
membrane en viton ou PTFE 

Demandez la documentation 

Advertisements in CERN COURIER 
Format A 4 Monthly publication 
All advertisements are published in both English and French 
editions. Second language versions accepted wi thout extra 
charge. 

Space 
(page) 

Vi 
1 / 2  

1 / 4 

Actual size (mm) 
w id t h by height 

1 8 5 x 2 6 5 
1 8 5 x 1 3 0 

9 0 x 2 6 5 
9 0 x 130 

Cost per insert ion (Swiss Francs) 

insert ion 

1630 

9 0 0 

5 1 0 

1580 

8 7 0 

4 8 0 

1530 

8 5 0 

4 6 0 

10 
insert ions I 

1430 

8 0 0 

4 4 0 

Supplement for: 
— each additional colour 
— Covers: 
Cover 3 (one colour) 
Cover 4 (one colour) 
Publication date 
Closing date for 
positive f i lms and copy 

1500 SwF 

1930 SwF 
2 5 7 0 SwF 
1 st of month of cover date: 

1 st of month preceding cover date 
The cost of making f i lms and of 
translation for advertisements are 
charged in addit ion. 

Screen (offset) 60 or 5 4 Swiss (1 50 English) 
Advert isements cancelled after 1 st 
of month preceding cover date wi l l 
be invoiced. 

Advert ising space is l imited to 5 0 % of contents and insertions 
are selected on a strict f i rst-come first-served basis. 
These rates are effective for the year 1984. 

All enquiries to : 
Micheline FALCIOLA / CERN COURIER -
CH-1211 Geneva 2 3 Switzerland 
Tel. (022) 8 3 41 0 3 Telex 2 3 6 9 8 

CERN 

M U L T I R A D 
High Quality Survey Instrument 

monitor of : 

• contaminat ion/?and a 

% rays X and y 

• « Bremsstrahlung» of H-3 

• w i th audible alarm 

counter: 
GM wi th thin w indow of 6,15 c m 2 and 
thickness of 1,5 m g / c m 2 , 
w i th protective screen Function and 

range selectoi 

ratemeter: 
OtolOOOOC.P.S. 

ranges: 
0, battery, x1 , x10, x100, x1000 

audible alarm : 

aural w i th sw i tch 

output : 

Lemo, + 1,5 volts 

batteries : 

4 x 1,5 vol ts , alkaline 
0 14,5x 5 0 , 5 m m 

MULTIRAD-A 

Apparatus equipped w i th accumulators 
and previewed f o r t he CHARGING UNIT 

Audible 
" alarm 

Dimensions L. 19 cm 
w. 5 cm 
h. 8 c m 

Case postale 3 2 3 
CH-1211 Genève 11 
Tel. 0 2 2 / 2 9 6 5 6 5 / 6 
Telex 4 2 2 9 2 9 bime ch 
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Triple lab. power supply 

Labpac703D 
0...5,5V/7A 
0...30 W1A 
0...30 V/1.2A* 
* Switchable to 

0. . .65V/0.6A 

> Three outputs 
Isolated from 
each other 

• Digital display and setting with 10 turns pot for bet
ter control of output voltage 

• Adjustable current limits from 5 % to 105 % 
• Short circuit protected 
• Five years warranty 
Ask for more information and prices 

0LTRONIX 
CH-2504 Btel/Switzerland 
Phone 032/42 44 45, Telex 34637 

More than just 
voltage and current 

Austria 0222/23 55 55 
Germany 07221/616 53 
Italy 02/49 82 451 
Sweden 08 2828 40 
UK 0272/571404 

France 03/044 02 44 
Holland 05945/127 00 
Norway 02/35 6110 
Finland 358 05 281 

NKT POWER CABLES  
CREATES THE 
XLPE GENERATION 
OF TOMORROW 

NKT Power Cables is in the forefront with high tension 
XLPE cables. 
Through more than fifteen years NKT has developed, 
produced and marketed the XLPE-cables and accesso
ries for XLPE-cables. 
The development has resulted in new improved pro
duction processes and new constructions for both 
XLPE-cables and accessories covering tensions from 
12 kV to 170 kV. 

NKT medium voltage cab
les have a strippable insu
lation screen which can 
be removed quickly and 
infallibly by using a special 
tool from NKT. 

NKT Power Cables is solidly ba
sed within the NKT Group, one 
of the largest in Denmark. The 
Group is divided into five sectors: 
Telecommunication, Energy, Non 
Ferrous Installation, Metals and 
Steel.' 

Please contact us for further information. 

Power Cables Division 
Vibeholms Allé 22, 2600 Glostrup, Denmark, 

Phone: +45 2 96 18 18, Telex: 33508 nkt dk 
Telefax: +45 2 96 18 18 
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Ulrich 
matter RG 

KONSTANTER GOSSEN 
un riche programme d'alimentations 
pour tensions et courants stabilisés 

A p p a r e i l s portat i fs 

/-
H O W DO Y O U M A K E Y O U R 
A P P L E II 
INTO A 
N U C L E A R 
M U L T I 
C H A N N E L 
A N A L Y Z E R ? 

r 

E A S Y , U S E OUR 811 M I C R O - A D C 

For under $ 1 0 0 0 
our 811 micro-ADC 

card can convert 
your Apple II into 

a pulse height analyzer. 
Wi th preset, ROI, overlap and 

many more, 

plus de 50 types 

— jusqu'à 160 V, 80 A et 2,9 kW 
— en technique de 19" 
— programmable par des signaux analogues 

ou digitaux 
— avec lecture digitale pour tension et 

courant 

Appa re i l s p o u r instal lat ions 

its a very f lexible 
system. For more 

information, call or 
wr i te 

-iL-

P.O. B o x 2 5 6 1 , Oak R i d g e , TN 3 7 8 3 0 - 2 5 6 1 
( 6 1 5 ) 4 8 2 - 4 0 4 1 

, U . S . A ^ j 

m ntfiissim • itinifiiiifiit 
lillillilililfl 
lllllfftlliflll 
l i l i I f l i l l i l l 

en format 160 x 100 mm avec bornes à 
fiches selon DIN 41612 et 41617 
comme éléments de rack 19" 
comme unité de montage libre 
modèle à tension fixe de 25 à 500 W avec 
rendement >70 % 
modèles selon spécification sur demande 

Technique électrique de mesure et de régulation 
5610Wohlen Tel. 057/22 72 55 Telex 59 463 mat eh 

En impression quadrichromie 
nous vous garantissons 

un résultat opt imal 
si vous nous 

laissez engager to ta lement 
notre responsabilité 

à votre égard 

Presses Centrales Lausanne S.A. 
1, rue de Genève 

Tél. (021) 20 59 01 
1002 Lausanne 
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V 

Radiation Dynamics 
accelerators are 
always on target. 

Do you choose high energy 
charged particle equipment for 
industrial, medical or research 
applications? Then look into the 
Radiation Dynamics range. 

Radiation Dynamics manu
factures and supplies electron 
accelerators, positive ion accele
rators, electron guns, achromatic 

bending magnets, quadrupole doublet 
focussing lenses, beam current and 
position monitors, scan magnets and 
many other products. 

For technical superiority, 
cost effectiveness and high 
calibre back-up support. 
Radiation Dynamics is right 
on target. 

R a d i a t i o n D y n a m i c s L i m i t e d ^ 
P.O. BoxlO, Unit 9, Crompton Road, Groundwell Industrial Estate, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN2 5AX. 
England. Tel: 0793-725506 Telex: 44798 

P E T R O L E U M T E C H N I C A L 
C O M P A N Y S . A . 

PTFE TEFLON 

Pumps and accessories for handling corrosive 
alimentary, sterile fluids. 

Pneumatic operated self priming 
gases and liquids. 10 to 4000 l/h. 

pumps for 

We can offer for use with our circulating and dis
pensing pumps a wide range of tubing, connector 
pieces and valves constructed in P.T.F.E which 
enable them to be mounted to suit most applica
tions for both corrosive liquids and gases. 

PETROLEUM TECHNICAL COMPANY S.A. 
47, chemin des Mésanges 
CH 1225 Chêne-Bourg (Geneva) Switzerland 

Phone (022) 48 67 49 Telex 23897 PTC CH 

PEARSON 
Wide Band, Precision 

Current Monitor 
With a Pearson current monitor and an oscilloscope you can 
make precise amplitude and waveshape measurement of ac 
and pulse currents from milliamperes to kiloamperes. 
Currents can be measured in any conductor or beam of 
charged particles, including those at very high voltage levels. 

A typical model gives an amplitude accuracy of +1 %, - 0%, 
20 nanosecond rise time, droop of 0.5% per millisecond, and 
a 3 db bandwidth of 1 Hz to 35 MHz. Other models feature 2 
nanosecond rise time, or a droop as low as 1 % per second. 

Contact us and we will send you engineering data. 

P E A R S O N E L E C T R O N I C S , I N C . 
1860 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, U.S.A. 
Telephone (415) 494-6444 Telex 171-412 
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There's nothing wrong with standard „off-the-peg" metal 
bellows. It just that they won't solve every problem. 

If your're looking for the custom tailored solution, talk to 
us. If you're looking for business success in future take 
new ingenious directions with IWK. 

Your benefit from: 
• pioneering concepts 
• computer-aided designs 
• manufacture of samples to your own or our ideas 
• the most modern production of large and small 

quantities. 
Challenge us. Call Mr. Karallus, tel. 7244/99-402. 

IWK Régler und Kompensatoren GmbH 
I W K A D-7513 Stutensee b. Karlsruhe • LorenzstraBe 

Telefon: 07244 /99-0 • Telex 7 826951 

Le nouveau ((JûMo)lherrr| 
Appareil de mesure de 
température numérique 
portable 
• avec sondes de mesure interchangeables 

pour mesures de températures de surfaces, 
liquides, gaz et matières plastiques 

• avec touches sensitives 

• boîtier étanche à l'eau en pluie, en matière 
synthétique, résistant aux chocs 

Caractéristiques tech 
type 
émetteur de mesure 
précision de l 'émetteur 
de mesure 
étendue de mesure 
résolution 
précision de l'appareil 
de mesure 

Mode de protect ion 

niques 
TDAs-70 
élément sensible au s i l ic ium 

± 0,5 K pour 25°C 
—50,0... + 175,0°C 
0,1 K 

dans une plage de 0...100°C 
± 0 , 3 % de l'étendue de 
mesure; en dehors de cette 
plage ± 1 % de l'étendue de 
mesure 
IP 63, étanche aux poussières 
et à l'eau en pluie 

( J U M P ] M E S U R E ET 

R E G U L A T I O N 

M . K . J U C H H E I M G M B H & C O 
6400 Fulda - Moltkestr. 13—31 - Postfach 1209 
Telefon (0661) 6003-1 Telex *49701-0 
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Composite Shielding Materials 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

For • POWER REACTORS 
• RESEARCH REACTORS 
• PARTICLE ACCELERATORS 
• ISOTOPE SOURCES 

BASE MATERIALS: Refractor ies, Polyethylenes, 

S i l icones, Clays. 

ADDITIVES: Hydrogen , Bo ron , L i t h i um, Lead, C a d m i u m , 
Rare Earths. 

FORMS: Br icks , Slabs, Cy l inders , B lankets, Pel lets, 
Casks, Castables, Pipe Shie lds. 

OUR 25TH YEAR OF SHIELDING DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG 

^71 REACTOR EXPERIMENTS, INC. 
X I 963 Terminal Way, San Carlos, CA 94070-3278 

415/592-3355 • TELEX: 345505 (Reactex SCLS) 

TREFICABLE PIRELLI 
C ' e s t u n e g a m m e 
c o m p l è t e d ' a p p a r e i l l a g e s 

B T • M T • H T 

• Jonctions 
• Extrémités 
• Matériel embrochable 

pour transformateurs 
et cellules 

groupe appareillage 
15, Boulevard des Alpes 

) Z.A.C. Buclos Grand-Pré 
n i - i | - i 38240 Meylan - FRANCE 
IJZDLLZJLJ Tél. : (76) 90-72-54 

Télex 980195 F 

LOGIC ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM LAS 
• Système d'analyse logique modulaire 

composé 
d'un calculateur à 1 6 bits 

• Analyse de puissance par programme: 
Event-Timing-Analyse 

• Représentation graphique programmable 
par: 
Software-Mapping 

• L'appareil permet: 
Timing-Analyzer, 
Logic-Analyzer, 
Analog-Recorder, 
Logic-Generator, 
CP/M-86-Calculateur, 
Disassembler, 
Basic-Processing 

• Capacité: 300 MHz et jusqu'à 72 canaux 

Représentation générale 
et service 
pour la Suisse 

v o n ROHDE&SCHWARZ 

3 0 0 0 Berne 31 

ROSCHI Case postale 63 
Télex 32 137 

Télécommunicat ion SA Téléphone 031 442711 
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SI VOUS AVEZ BESOIN D'UNE TOU
CHE MODULAIRE... JUXTAPOSABLE AU 

PAS DE 2,54 MM ... AVEC OPERCULE AMOVIBLE 
DE DIFFERENTES COULEURS.. . DANS LES ME

SURES 12,5x12,5x14,7 ... AVEC OU SANS ECLAI
RAGE LED ... ETANCHEITE DE TOUS COTES 
PERMETTANT LA SOUDURE A LA VAGUE ET 
LE NETTOYAGE/MACHINE.. . 
... IL NE VOUS RESTE QUE 
TRES PEU D'ALTERNA
TIVES A LA TOUCHE 
COSMOS. 
MALGRE SA QUALITE 
IRREPROCHABLE, 
LA TOUCHE COSMOS 
RESTE DANS LES 
BONS PRIX. SELON 
DESIR, LES CON
TACTS E T SORTIES 
PEUVENT ETRE AR
GENTES OU DORES. 
DISPONIBLES DU 
STOCK. (DEMAN

DEZ-NOUS UN 
ECHANTILLON!) SECHE-COSMOS 

Société anonyme 

Rue de l'Hôpital 12 - 2501 Bienne 
Tél. 032 223 223 Télex 34222 preci ch 

Données électriques: tension nominale 
24 V; intensité nominale 125 mA; puis
sance nominale de coupure 3 W; résis
tance de contact < 10 mÇl ; nbre de ma
noeuvres garanti à puissance nominale 
de coupure 106, Données techniques: 
isolant polyamide chargé de verre au-
to-extinguible UL-VO; force d'enfonce
ment 300 g ±30; tenue aux vibrations 
10 à 500 Hz 10 g. Données climatiques: 
température d'utilisation -40° C +85° C; 
étanchéité NFC 20631 - QF immersion. 

Is there water 
in dry air or gas? Now you can 
have the answer fast, exact 
and automatically. 

Nothing could be simpler. 
1. Switch on. 
2. Place fingertip over outlet 
3. Chamber head rises. 
4. Read dial. 
No more Thermometers -
Graphs - Pumping -
cooling - recoating or 
mathematical gymnastics. 

The Shaw Automatic Dewpoint Meter 

Look at these unique 
features: Battery check 
switch-dial readings on air 
or gas irrespective of flow 
ra te- Automatic dry down 
and calibration - Portable -
Government tested for safe 
use in hazardous areas. 

G*Pelectronic Ltd 

Bernerstrasse 1 8 2 
CH 8064 Zurich/Switzerland 

Tel. : 0 1 / 6 4 4 5 55 P. Euler 
Telex: CH 8 2 2 3 8 2 GPEL 

contrôle 
destructif 

Notre Vocation depuis 30 ans L 
Soutenues par notre Centre de Recherches et 
d 'App l ica t ions , nos équipes sc ient i f iques 
interviennent rapidement, partout où se pré
sente un problème de contrôle, en France et à 
l 'étranger (chant ier , labora to i re , l igne de 
fabrication...) 
La Vocation de ces hommes mis à votre ser
vice : utiliser tous les moyens de contrôle exis
tants, pour résoudre votre problème... 

COURANTS DE FOUCAULT, ETANCHEITE, 
RADIOGRAPHIE , ULTRASONS, 
RESSUAGE, MAGNÉTOSCOPIE... 

NUCLÉAIRE SIDÉRURGIE 

TUYAUTERIE GÉNIE CIVIL 

FONDERIE PÉTROCHIMIE 

AVIATION MARINE 

Contrôles 
non Destructifs 

HBS, Contrôles Non Destructifs 

HBS 

25, rue de Chony - 26500 Bourg-lès-Valence 
B.P. 434 - 26004 Valence - Tél. (75) 42.91.42 - Télex 345 741 BRGLV 
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M e e t i n g your 
C A M A C needs 

3 N e w C r a t e 
C o n t r o l l e r s 

3921 
LSI-11 CRATE CONTROLLER 

Houses an LSI-11/2, LSI-11/23, or SBC-11/21 DEC 
processor for stand-alone or auxiliary controller 
applications 

- Features -

• Combined crate controller and processor 
• Full LSI-11 bus compatibi l i ty 
• 22-bit addressing capability 
• Full software support 
• Four l/O-mapped registers for all CAMAC operations 
• Expandable via f ront panel LS1-11 bus 
• Stand-alone or auxiliary controller 
• Real-time clock 

C o n t p c t U S 
f o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n 

K i n e t i c S y s t e m s 

3988 
GPIB CRATE CONTROLLER 

Provides for CAMAC I/O in a GPIB-controlled system 

- Features -

• Complete CAMAC/GPIB interface 
• Full GPIB (IEEE-488) capability 
• Single data transfers 
• Q-scan and Q-stop block data transfers 
• GPIB service request capability 
• Switch-selectable talk/l isten address 
• Main or auxiliary crate controller 
• Auxil iary controller support 

3989 
RS-232 CRATE CONTROLLER 

Allows a CAMAC crate to be driven f rom a computer 
serial port, modem, CRT terminal, or other RS-232-
compatible device 

- Features -

• Computer independent 
• Strap-selectable for RS-422 
• User-selectable Baud rate and data format 
• Main or auxiliary crate controller 
• Auxi l iary controller support 
• Data link control signals 
• Mult idrop signalling compatibi l i ty 
• Q-scan and Q-stop block data transfers 
• PROM-based software 
• Manual crate controller capability 

U.S.A. 
11 Maryknoll Drive 
Lockport, IL 60441 
Phone: (815) 838 0005 
7WX/ 910 638 2831 

Pacific Northwest Office 
P.O. Box 4221 
Fremont, CA 94539 
Phone: (415)490 8544 

Western Region Office 
4234 Fairlands Drive 
Pleasanton, CA 94566 
Phone: (415) 829 9020 
TWX: 910 389 6898 

Europe (Service) 
3 Chemin de Tavernay 
1218 Geneva, Switzerland 
Phone: (022) 98 44 45 
Telex: 28 96 22 

Europe (Marketing) 
Gewerbestrasse 13 
CH-4528 Zuchwi l , Switzerland 
Phone: (065) 25 29 25 
Telex: 34 94 95 
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23,000 k m of IGC Superconduc to r 
i n the Fe rm i Tevatron! 

Intermagnet ics General Corporat ion p r o d u c e d 23 ,000 km 
(about 90%) of the s u p e r c o n d u c t o r u s e d in the Fermi 
Tevatron. Cable p r o d u c e d from IGC wire w a s u s e d by 
Fermilab to bui ld the 7 7 4 dipole a n d the 2 1 6 quadropole 
magne t s in the accelerator ring. 

In fact, the first MFTF Yin Yang Coil at Lawrence 
Livermorewas p r o d u c e d entirely of IGC superconduc to r . 
And IGC supe rconduc to r is also being u s e d to fabricate 
the MFTF A-Cell a n d Transition Coils for the Tandem 
Mirror Facility. 

IGC h a s m a n u f a c t u r e d m o r e A m p e r e - m e t e r s 
of s u p e r c o n d u c t o r t h a n a n y o n e e l se . 
IGC supe rconduc to r has successfully performed in the 
largest a n d mos t d e m a n d i n g devices in the world. With 
IGC superconductor , y o u can be assured of ou ts tanding 
performance, consis tent quality a n d on-t ime delivery. 
For m o r e information, call or wri te today. 

IVew P r o d u c t s Available f r o m IGC 
Highest critical cur rent density 
wi re . Nb 3 Sn — superconductor 
w i re suitable for High Field 
Laboratory, Fusion a n d High 
Energy Physics applications 
(Current density « 1200 A / m m 2 

at 10T and 4.2K). 

H igh dimensional 
un i fo rmi ty wi re . 
NbTi — supercon
ductor w i re for N M R 
magnet applications 
(guarantee + Vz%). 

"The timely completion of this machine within the budget could not 
have been accomplished without the high level of competence and 
reliability that IGC demonstrated ..." 

Dr. Richard A Lundy, Fermilab 

MMmmm g e i o q l 
C O R P O R A T I O N 

1875 Thomaston Avenue 
Waterbury, CT 06704 USA 
Telephone (203) 753-5215 
TWX 643-876 

P.O. Box 181 
Oxford OX2-7AQ 
England 
(0865)-56289 

CAMERA HEAD 

INFORMATIONS ABOUT OUR CAMERA 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS _ 

CITY 

COUNTRY. 

CAMERA CRATE 

R A D I A T I O N R E S I S T A N T V I D E O C A M E R A 

REF. CERN (CH), SACLAY (FR), ORSAY (FR) 
G A N IL (FR) NAC ( S t h AF) ETC. 

CONSTRUCTIONS 
ÉLECTRONIQUES ET MÉCANIQUES 
DU LÉMAN - C.E.M.E.L. 
Rue Leone de Joinville 
01 170 G EX FRANCE 
Tél. (50) 41 50 07 
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12.001 E 

W e prov ide easily built-in 
safety in Know-how . 

Wel l - founded informations g ive 
y o u a personal lead in any 
project management . Take for 
examp le 

Sandwich 
elements 
of all t ypes with var ious material 
combinat ions. 
Please request detailed infor
mation. Mr H. Mauch will be glad 
to advise y o u personal ly* 
W e offer a range that is based 
on 25 years ' exper ience and 
know h o w through successful 
collaboration with field specia
lists. 

StesalitAG 
Kunststoffwerit 
CH-4249 Zullwil/SO 
Telefon 061/80 06 01, Telex 63182 

CL 
o3 

y/e b u i l d y o u r 
e l e c t r o n i c e q u i p m e n t 

The VMEbus is being used more and 
more by sizable research and development 
groups and the number of applications 
developed for it increases daily. 

à In particular, the increased use of 
• VME-compatible products by the CERN 
I has made it necessary for DATA SUD 
I SYSTEMES, one of the European leaders 
I in the VME market, to reinforce its techni

cal support in order to provide them more 
complete, more direct service. 

It is for this reason that we have 
chosen CHRONOLOGIC to be our repre
sentative at CERN. 

( c h r o n o l o g i c 
à 13, Ch. du Levant F-01210 Ferney-Voltaire 
ITé l . : (50) 40.63.81 - Télex: 38 58 78F 
(Techn ica l Director : C.J. BUFFAM 

B E R G O Z - C R O Z E T - 0 1 1 7 0 G E X , France ( 5 0 ) 4 1 0 0 89 

E lec t ron ic E q u i p m e n t M a n u f a c t u r i n g 

j • 

5 • 

5 1 
j w 
D A =>l 
j | 

22, rue de Claret - B.P. 1067 Y 
34007 Montpell ier Cédex I 
Tél. : (67) 27.32.55 - Télex 490 425 • 
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The DIR-1 Works All Night 
without a Grumble 

Previously you needed a tech- The DIR-1 is one of the modules 
nician to check data networks in our DNE-2000 Data Network 
as someone had to set up test- Diagnostics System, but can 
loops and see that the test sig- also be used for diagnostics in 
nal was correct. The DIR-1 can its own right. It is ideal for syn-
now do everything the tech- chronous, character-oriented 
nician did and more. The DIR-1 networks, (e.g. BSC multipoint) 
has built-in intelligence and and also for all other networks 
can be operated 24 hours a day which are transparent to char-
from a central control centre. acter-oriented control. 
It is particularly cost-effective 
when used at night. I " _ 
The DIR-1 is connected to the I Information Coupon 
input of a DTE and is trans- | P | e a s e s e n d more info about * 
parent to normal data traffic. To i • - r n e dir-1 8 
initiate test and diagnostic pro- . • data network diagnostics Z 
cedures it uses an address 
which is set internally by the ' N a m e 

user. The DIR-1 is so intelligent I Company 
it will not be activated by normal | street 
data traffic. i 
The DIR-1 has the following . Town/City 
capabilities: Country 
* Automatic network diagnos- ' T e ) 

tics I Î Acts'àsa aDTE 0durin q .natal- ! W a " d e l & Go l te rmann 
* Acts a s a u i t during instai | ( S c h w e i z ) A G 

l a t i o n | Postfach254 
* Measures availability, error . CH-3000 Bern 25 
ratio and system delay time Tel. (031) 42.66.44 
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High speed Histogramming memories 

Featurino; 

HH .2161 series 

- single width CAHAC module. 

- dual-port high performance storage: 

Î Hhz operating speed & up to 64 K words of 24 bits. 

- selectable operating modes: 

% histogramming mode on lé or 24 bits 

I list mode 

% ffiultiscaling mode 

- selective erase facility for efficient memory partitioning. 

- powerful CAHAC interface for ease of operation. 

- interface configuration kits available for most existing ADCs, 

- optional address routing unit. 

- best price / performance ratio. 

Powerful user-friendly fast processors 

Featurinq: 

ACC 2180 series. 

- single width CAHAC module. 

- DEC J-ll one-chip processor with PDF 11/70 performance 

- built-in DEC DLART DC 319 console interface 

- fast 128 Kbytes dual-port memory with mixed static RAH/EPROH. 

- true ACC structure 

- built-in programmable LAN qr&ecr 

- optional Q-8us interface 

- portable hard disk subsystem. 

The ACC 2180 outperforms current top-of-range micros and runs standard DEC software. 

Typical systems based on these units include: 

- on-line data reduction systems 

- portable high performance data loggers. 

- real-time pulse height acquisition systems. 

- intelligent buffering systems to cope with high speed.data packets. 

- computer to computer links. 

A t C E S , t o m o r r o w ' s s y s t e m s a r e a v a i l a b l e NOW 

For more information contact us, or your local CES representative: 

1213 Petit-Lancv 1 70,route du Pont-Butin Case Postale 122 

Tel:(022} 92 57 45 Telex: 421320 CES-CH 

Belgium: Canberra Positronika Tel:(54)321611 

North America: Bvtech Eng. Vancouver Tel.: (604) 9804131 

France: AB+B Tel :(76)905540 

South Bermanv: Silena Tel:(060)554021 

Switzerland 

BUSY 

I'O 
C&MftC 

dm 

ÎNÎE8 
00? 

O H IlIGTRIIIC SYSTEMS 
Netherlands: Canberra Positronika 

Japan: Tcyo Corp. 

North Sermany: PCP 

England: Nuclear Enterprises 

Tel:(040)416355 

Tel:«03)2790771 

Tel:(040)802046 

Tel:(073)5212121 



NONIUS 

DISTINVAR 

designed and developed by CERN specialists for 
their specific need to survey wi th highest precision 
the 27 km LEP ring 

manufactured by ENRAF-NONIUS, specialists in 
high precision instrumentation for scientific and 
industrial applications 

ENRAF-NONIUS 
manufacture and market a complete line of most 
advanced equipment for X-ray diffraction inclu
ding: 

• X-ray generators 

• high precision cameras for single crystal and 
powder work 

and the famous 

• CAD4 Kappa Axis single crystal diffractometer 

• FAST Fast Area Sensitive Television detector 
diffractometer 

r - A state of the art [ I ^ I E I M R A F 

FAST TV detector i f e û ^ 3 

2 6 0 0 AL DELFT RÔNTGENWEG 1 P.O.B. 4 8 3 

Tel. 0 1 5 - 5 6 92 3 0 Telex 3 8 0 8 3 

Offices in : Solingen, New York, London, Paris, Copenhagen 

Measurement display, storage - simultaneous 

Digital Scope Mu l t ime te r M 2 0 5 0 

Wor ld f i rst ! 

Demonstration at CERN 
Tel. (037) 2 4 77 57 

Functions 
1. Multimeter: Digital readout and waveform display. 

2. Oscilloscope; Digital storage oscilloscope. 

3. Transient recorder: Recording and storage of transient inputs. 

4. Overall concept: All functions in a single instrument; 
compact, handy, battery operation. 

METRAWATT 
Felsenrainstrasse I • CH-80S2 Zur ich • Tel . 01-302 35 35 

1700 Fr ibourg Tel . 0 3 7 - 2 4 7 7 5 7 

H E I N Z I N G E R 
Regel-und MeBtechnik 

8200 Rosenheim • HappingerStr.71 
Tel.: 0 80 31/6 41 41 • Telex: 05 25777 

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 
0 TO 300 kV DC 
0 TO 10 mA 
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE 
STABILITY 1.10-4 
OUTPUT RIPPLE AND NOISE 
I.IO-VP 
POWER INPUT 380 V + 10% PHASE 
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LEP - THE LARGEST 
ACCELERATOR RING IN THE WORLD 

IS PUMPED BY THE NEW VARIAN 
StarCell™ Vaclorf PUMP 

For more information on our new StarCell Vaclon pump call us or send the coupon to: 

Varian S.p.A. 
Vacuum Products Operation 
Direzione Commerciale 
Corso Svizzera 185 -10149 Torino 
Tel. (011) 741.22.69-Telex 213554 

Varian AG 
Ste inhauserst rasse-CH-6300 ZUG 
Tel. (042) 232575 - Telex 868841 

Varian Associates Ltd. 
28 Manor Road 
GB-Walton-on-Thames - Surrey 
Tel. (09322) 43741 - Telex 928070 

Varian Benelux B.V. 
Jan Rebelstraat 21 
NL-1069 CA Amsterdam 
Tel. (020) 104705 - Telex 14099 

Please, send more information on the StarCell pumps 

NAME/POSITION _ 

FIRM 

ADDRESS _ 

IPO/84/2a-e/CC 



On-line Semi Custom logic 
the broadest range ...the best support 

Choose choice. 
Choose your technology... TTL, 

CMOS, ISL or ECL... we've got them 
all. 

Choose your concept... we cover 
the board ... everything from do-it-
yourself integrated fuse logic 
through to sophisticated 3000-gate 
compact cell arrays. 

Choose objective advice... we 
don't need to favour any particular 
technology or concept. 

Choose your support level... 

we've got the biggest CAD network 
of its kind in the world, with off- and 
on-line interfaces adapted to 
individual needs. 

Support is also tailored: 
1) you can deliver logic diagrams 

to your local Philips design center 
and we'll take care of the rest 

2) you can work in the center, 
with or without engineering help 

3) you can work with one of our 
terminals in your own office 

4) you can run Philips CAD 
software on your own computer. 

These unmatched facilities put 
the whole world of semi-custom 
logic at your finger tips 

For a comprehensive brochure, 
giving full details of the range and 
the support please write to: Philips 
Electronic Components and 
Materials Division, 
5600 MD Eindhoven,The Netherlands 

Cell library in CMOS Compact 
Cell Logic 

Gate arrays in i 
Custom Emitter C< 

PHILIPS Electronic 
components 
and materials 
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